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ÀBSTRACT

A boundary element method has been developed for the so-

Iution of Laplace's equation under Dirichlet, Neumann or

mixed boundary conditions in three-dimensional space with

piecewise homogeneous media.

The data generation is accomplished by approximating and

discretizíng the problem geometry utilizing the Coons patch

concept with cubic B-spline curves. The technique provides

for derivative-continuous geometrical models of free-form

surfaces. Various types of blending functions and uni-vari-
ate and bi-variate cubic B-spline elements are derived.

The field analysis is effected by exploiting Green's the-

orem to obtain an integral equation for the potential and

its normal derivative on the boundary. The integral equa-

tion for each homogeneous region is discretized by using

bi-cubic B-spline elements for both the definition of the

geometry and the representation of the unknowns. The linear

system of equations is obtained through the Bubnov-GaIerkin

method. The treatment of integrals with Green's function

singularity and the numerical integration of nearly singular

integrands are described.

Examples of data generation and field solution for a

range of problems are given.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Many probJ.ems of science and engineering, when reduced to

mathematical models, entail the solution of Laplacers equa-

tion, V'0 = 0 r in a region D under prescribed boundary condi-

tions on ãD. Laplace's equation may characterize a number

of physical situations in such widely separated areas as

electromagnetism, fluid mechanics, heat transfer and acous-

tics.
Since the inception of Laplace's equation, continuous re-

seareh has been devoted ts developing better methods for its
solution. The analytical methods, even today, are rather re-

stricted to problems with simple geometries and homogeneous

materials. The numerical methods, oo the other hand, offer-
ing general applicability have been the object of intense

research. Especially, within the last forty years or so, ovr-

ing to the perpetual advances achieved in the area of high-

speed digital computers, various numerical methods have been

developed and successfully used to obtain solutions to many

boundary value problems including those where Laplace's

equation is the governing field equation.

In all of the best known numerical methods applicable for

the solution of Laplace's equation, the common concept is

1



the reduction of Laplace's equation or an equivalent inte-
gral formulation into a Iinear system of eguations. These

methods can be classified in two categories: the methods

where approximations are to be made throughout the region D,

and the methods where approximations are to be made only on

the boundary âD. For instance, following the usual nomencla-

ture, the methods of finite differences and finite elements

belong to the first category while the boundary element

methods belong to the second.

The method of finite differences is among the first nu-

merical techniques developed that offered a broad range of

applicability [1], [2]. In Èhis method, utilizing a truncated

Taylor series expansion in each coordinate direction, the

Laplacian operator is discretized and applied at each point

of a rectilinear grid placed on D. The number of unknowns

and the number of equations being equal to the number of

grid points where no boundary conditions on the potential
are given, the resulting sysÈem of equations is solved ei-
ther iteratively or directly. The disadvantages of the meth-

od are, among others, the crude modelling of the problem ge-

ometry and the large number of unknowns especially in open

fíeld problems.

The method of finite elements uses a variational formula-

tion [3], [4], [5]. In this method, the region D is divided

into a finite number of non-separated, non-overlapping, very

small sub-areas of some prescribed shape which are termed

2



elements. Element geometries and potentials are expressed

by polynomials with the nodal values as coefficients. Re-

lating these approximations to Laplace's equation through

minimizing a functional that is proportional to the energy

of the system yields the values of the solution at the

nodes. This method provides better means, i.e. subsectional

polynomial approximations, to model the region boundaries.

However, in many practical applications the large amount of

input data required, the derivative discontinuities in the

geometrical model and the inability to model the infinitely
extending regions exactly have been the major shortcomings

of the method.

The problem of discontinuous derivatives in the geometri-

cal model can probably be eliminated by using the bi-cubic

B-spline elements that are derived in Chapter II and infi-
nite elements or a picture frame method may be implemented

for open field problems 1,71, t481. However, for the large

amount of input data required not much can be done other

Lhan resorting to some means of automatic data generation.

This, in fact, has been one of the objectives of this re-

search; the development of a suitable method of element gen-

eration and data preparation. The concept of automatic mesh

generat ion i s not nel¡, but vre be] ieve that our method i s

different from previously devised techniques [13], [14] in

thaL it serves both the two-dimensional finite element and

three-dimensional boundary element procedures, is based on a

3



subregional scheme and provides for derivative-continuous

modelling of the problem geometry. The method is explained

in Chapter II.
The methods of the second category solve a boundary inte-

gral equation formulation of the problem for some unknowns

on AD. These methods have been attracting considerable at-

tention for the Ìast twenty years or so because they not

only produce precise results with far less input data as

compared to the methods of finite differences and finite el-

ements but also cater to the open field problems without any

artificial truncation of the region and have the potential

of modelling problem geometries accurately. Since the ap-

proximations are done only on the boundary, the dimensional-

ity of the problem is reduced by one. Furthermore, being us-

ua11y bounded and ofLen completely continuous, integral

operators as compared to the differential operators, admit a

wider selection of trial functions.

Tndirect methods of this category solve first for an

equivalent source density distribution on ãD that would sus-

ta in the f ield. I ntegral equat ions are der ived, ut i I izíng

Green's second identity, for the unknown simple or double

layer source densities on âD and results are obtained

through one of the various ways of solving linear operator

equations.

Direct methods, on the other hand, do not resort to an

intermediate step of determining equivalent source density

4



distributions; they directly solve for the potential and its

normal derivative on ð D. The boundary element method pre-

sented in this work is a direct method in the above sense.

The boundary integral equation for the unknown potential and

its normal derivative is obtained from Green's theorem by

taking the field point on ðD. The surfaces and unknowns are

modelled smoothly with bi-cubic B-spJ.ine elements, and the

Iinear system of equations is obtained Lhrough the Bubnov-

Galerkin method. The application of Green's theorem formula-

tion to multi-media problems, uDlike indirect methods, pro-

duces a block-sparse coefficient matrix. Thus, the

implementation of this combination for the solution of La-

place's equation in three-dimensional piecewise homogeneous

media resulÈs in a noveÌ boundary element method that pro-

vides for point sources in the medium and also for equi-po-

tential or equi-gradient parts on boundaries. Furthermore,

in this work some new variations of the cubic B-spline ele-

ments are derived, compared and the new bi-cubic B-spJ,ine

element is implemented and tested. Numerical schemes have

been adopted for the efficient integration of nearly singu-

lar integrands and the evaluation of principaJ. value inte-

grals.

The application of mesh generation and data preparation

for a range of problems as well as examples of boundary ele-

ment method solutions for some field problems with known an-

alytical solutions are demonstrated in Chapter IV.

5



Chapter I I

SURFACE MODELLING

Surface modelling, in the context of this work t tèfers to

the process of approximating and subsequently discretizing a

two-dimensional region or a three-dimensional surface into

elements. Àccurate modelling of the problem region is cru-

cial for both the finite element and the boundary element

methods since the boundary normals as well as the Gaussian

quadrature points enter the computations in both methods.

Moreover, accidental creases in the boundary representations

give rise to source concentrations, conseguently to errene-

ous field computations. In most practical problems continu-

ity is required at most up to the second derivative of the

unknowns and the boundaries and we therefore choose to em-

ploy cubic splines.

2.1 SPLTNE APPROXIMÀTION AND I NTERPOLATI ON

Splines are piecewise polynomial approximating functions

that accomodate both interpolatory and smoothness con-

straints as compared to Lagrangian and Hermitian approxi-

mates which cater to interpolatory constraints only [8,

p.211. Cubic splines are those that we shall be interested

in. The question leading to t,he cubic spline approximation

is posed as follows.

6



Given f.=f (x.) for i=I ,2¡...,N; f i and f h find the curve

s(x) such that s(xi)=f t f or alI í=1,2,...,Ni s'(xr)=f i ì

s'(x*)=f i, ; furthermore s(x) is second order continuous over

[*1,*N] and agrees with a polynomial of degree not exceeding

three over each Ixirxr*11 where i=I ,2,...,N-1.
We proceed by expressing the approximating function,

(2.1)

where V1 âre some constant coefficients to be determined and

B. (x) are the expansion or basis functions to be chosen.
1

Since N+2 conditions are given, i=0r1,...,N+l in the summa-

tion.
We intend to choose the expansion functions Bi(x) such

that the smoothness constraint is built into them for if
each Bi (x) is second order continuous over [*, ,*N] so will
be their linear combination. The set of all polynomials of

degree not exceeding three is a four dimensional vector

space. Thus only four basis functions are needed on each

Ix 1,xr*, ì . Further, each Br(x) rnust strech over f our subin-

tervals because, otherwise, there won't be exactly four ba-

sis functions in each [xr,xi+11. Hence each B, (x) is defined

piecewise in terms of four at mosL cubic polynomials which

satisfy second order continuity at the subinterval joints.

The Iinearly independent conditions to determine the four

N+r
s(x)= I v,n,(*)

1=o

7



parts; (x), b and b.,u (x); areb.
l_,

(x), b',r(x)
I ír2

b.
1 , =o bf,r=br,,

= b'.'
lr{ ir4

b.
1r3

b1'
1r3

= b.
1r3

b.
Lt2

= blL,2ir l L12

=b. b. =01r4 1'4

b =0 b b =b: b: =b:1r3 1,3 1,4
b =0irl i,4

ÍrI b

x, xl- 
r

x.
a x..r+1 1-+2

In addition to the above fifteen equations, w€ introduce the

const ra i nt

b =0 bt.t = btl bt.t = bt-'1rt rr2 1,2 i,3
tt

x I x' 
^

ti-rt*s*i-,

*i-rl*l*i

"i-,'-"1+r

"i+rl*5*i+,

"i+z 
( x

(2.2)

(2.4)

+ Bt+r(xi)+ B.(x.)11Br-, (*t) =1 (2 .3)

which only amounts to scaling the basis functions Sr(x). To

this end, the right hand side of (2.3) can be any constant.

As can be seen from (2.f), scaling up the Br(x) will result
in scaling down the coefficients Vi.

Upon solving for each part, utiLizing (2.2) and (2.3),

B1(x) is given in the form

0

B1(x) =

rrlon1 ^)(x-x- ^¡3' t-¿

{ r/orrl-, ) [-3(x-xr-, ) 
3 + 3hr-, (x-xr- 

r )2 + 3hl- r {"-xr-, ) +t'l-, ]

(r/6hi) t3(x-xr) 3 - ot'r{x-xr)2 +anll

tr/orrl*, ) 1-(x-xin, ) 
3 + 3ht*, (x-xr*r )' - 3nl*, {*-*r*r) + hi+r l

0

Different techniques may be used to obtainwhere h.=x..--x.1 1+1 a

8



the solution to the piecewise cubic spline approximation

problem. The approach followed here leads to the special

class of splines, namely the cubic B-splines [10]. In gen-

eral, Ixr,xw] is noL equally subdivided and (2.4) are not

all of the same shape. When the approximation interval is

uniformly meshed, in which case hi=h (a constant) in (2.4),

the uniform cubic B-spline approximation results. The graph

of Br(x) for uniform mesh is shown in Figure 2.I.
Bi(x)

*í+l "i+z

function for uniform mesh.

Returning to the approximating function, s(x) must satis-
fy

- x. x.
-2 a-). I

Figure 2.Iz B-spline basis

f v

f t = st(x )
NN'

v B'(x )j j'N'

N+I
Ij=o

*T'
j=o

¡ l(x. )
-lr

(2.5\
N+l

f, = s(x1) = .l^ u: Br(xi)
-l=u

r i = 1, .....r N

The above

equat i ons

rízes the

constrainLs on

for the unknowns

values of Br(x),

s(x) yield a set of N+2 linear
Vo ,Vt ,...,VN*I . Table 2.I summa-

nj(x) and Bi(x) at mesh points.

9



Values of nr(x)

TÀBLE 2.I
and its derivatives at mesh points

The equations resulting from (2.5), in matrix form are

x1 l*i I *i I *i*r | *i*,-2 I

ni(x) | 0 | t/6 I q/a r/6 | 0

nj(x) | 0 I l/zh | 0 -t/zh | 0

ni(x) | o I r/¡z I -21¡' 
I

t/h2 | o

-3lh 0 3/h 0

1410

014r

vo fi
fr

(2.6)
I4

OI

0 -3lh

10

1 VN4

0

,N

3/h i,+ l

Since the coefficient matrix can be partitioned into a lin-
early independent set of row or coLumn matrices, it is non-

singular. Hence the solution of (2.6) yields the unique set

of coef f ic ients V0 ,V1 r . . . rVN+.1 which are also called con-

tro11 ing vert ices.

The above construction established the existence of an

unique cubic spline, a cubic B-spline, solving the approxi-

maLion problem. The uniqueness of the cubic splines is
proved as follows [8, p.81]. Let there be two cubic sp).ine

approximates s, (x) and s, (x) satisfying the requirements of

the problem. We form g(x)=sr (x)-s, (x) whích is second order

10



cont inuous piecewise poJ.ynomial and equals zero at N points

xt rx2 r... ¡x*. Then gt (x) has at least N-l zeros between *l

and xN, one per subinterval from Rolle's theorem, plus two

more xt and xN by the definition of the problem. rt then

fol-Iows that g"(x) which is a piecewise linear function has

at least N zeros, i.e. at least one between each pair of ze-

ros of g'(x). Since there are N-I subintervaLs in Ix,,x*J
one of them contains two zeros of g"(x) which implies that

9"(x)=0 there and from the continuity of the second deriva-

tive 9" (x)=0 everywhere. But then g(x) is a linear function

in each Ixr,xr+1J, í=I ,2r.,. rN-I with zeros at xi and xr*1 ,

therefore g(x)=0 everywhere yielding s, (x)=sz (x) and hence

proving the uniqueness of cubic sp).ine approximations.

The error associated with cubic spLine approxirnations de-

pends on the smoothness of the function to be approximated.

we note the following error bounds from t9l.

llrcx) - "(")ll < zr-2n2ll ¡" ( x) ll2 (2.7 )

when f(x)eCzlxi,xl¡l and

llrt"l - "(")ll s +n-an'tll r a {x) ll,
2

(2.8)

when f (x)ecalxr,xNl where ll 'llris the L2 norm and

h max (x. -xr)
l<i<N-¡ ' i*l -L

(2.e)

The errors are of the same order also in the Tchebycheff

norn [ 8, p.1121 .

11



As compared to the piecewise Lagrange and Hermite approx-

imations, splines yield greater smoothness, more favorable

error estimates with less number of unknowns. The spline

approximates also possess a variation diminishing property

lIzJ, that is, they minimize the integral of the square of

the second derivative in the case of cubic splines, of the

function to be approximated, i.e.
IN ï¡r

I f"(x)2 d" t J s"1x)2 dx . ( 2.10 )

xl , xl

The first derivative information, specified in the prob-

lem statement at two extremes, is called end condítions.

Second derivative information at the extremes would equally

welI constitute proper end conditions, in which case the en-

tries of the first and the last rov¡s must be changed with

respect to the Table 2.I. The particular choice of zero

second derivatives at both ends yields the naturat spline

fit. These types of splÍnes are called open splines. The

closed cubic B-spline is found by solving the N by N system,

obtained by deleting the first and the last row in (2.6) and

the first and the last columns of the coefficient matrix and

setting the entries (1,H) and (H,l) of the resuÌting matrix

to unity
The above construction of the cubic B-spline approxima-

tion is pursued in one dimension. In the case where the ap-

proximating function is to be found in multi-dimensional

space, s(x) is computed in each coordinate direction.
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2.? THE COONS PÀTCH

Coons patch is a quadrilateral area of surface defined

parametrically through a function which is due Èo S. A.

Coons Ift], [17]. The function assumes the boundary curves

of the patch to be known and maps the unit square,

u=[0,1]"[0,r], to the surface segment.

Let p(6,n) denote the Coons patch mapping uo be con-

structed. To this end, select two functions ß0 (') and ß1 (.)
such that

ßo(o)=ßr(1)=f
ßo(r) = ßr(o) = Q , (2.11)

which have come to be known as blending functions. Consider

the surface patch and the unit square in Figure 2.2.

Poo F(o, r¡)

F(€,O) F(Ê, t )

Pro F (l,r¡
Prr €

Figure 2.22 Coons patch mapping.

o
1'loF

It is evident from Figure 2.2 that the sides 6=0, ã=1,

and n=l are to be mapped onto f (0,n ), f (l,n ), F(q,0)

n =0

and

F(6,1) respectively. To this end, define two mappings

rr(E,n) = F(0,n)ßo(E) + F(1,n)ßr(E)
(2.r2')

r, (E,n) = F(6,0) ßo (n) + r(E,1) ß, (n) ,

P(€,2)

- 13



which are known as lofting operators and the surfaces asso-

ciated with them are call-ed blended, interpolating surfaces

or transf inite interpolates since they coincide with the ac-

tual surface along entire curves. It is easy to verify that

each operator above interpolates to two opposite curves.

However, a noment's reflection will indicate that their sum

does not interpolate to the boundary of the patch. For in-

stance, T1(E,l)+Tr(6,n) at 6=l=0 gives 2Pes and similarly
for the other corners. Nevertheless, wê construct a third
mapping

rr(E,l) = poo ßo(E)ßo(n) * po, ßo(E)8,(n) * p,o Br(E)ßo(n) * pr, ßr(E)ß,(n) , ( 2.13 )

that interpolates to the four

tr(6,n) from T1(E,n)+Tz(E,n) to

corners exactly and subtract

obta i n

P(€,n) = F(0,n)ßo(E) + r(1,n)ßr16¡ + r(6,0)ßo(n) + F([,1)$,(¡)

- Poo ßo (6) ßo (n) - Po, Bo (E) ß, (n)

- Pro ß, (6) ßo (n) - P,, ß, (€) ß, (tt)

(2.14)

It can be shown, by direct substitution, that (Z.tq) maps

the boundary of the unit square onto the boundary of the

patch. The mapping (2.14) is also obtainable as the Boolean

sum of the operator s (2.I2) , i . e.

P(E,n) = rr(E,n) @ T2(E,¡) = 1r(6,n) + rr(E,n) - r,(E,rr)T2(6,n) (2.15)

due to Gordon I15].
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For given boundary curves and blending functions, that

there is a unique Coons patch is obvious. But what is not

obvious is the high order of accuracy of the Coons patch.

When F€C4[ç¿], where CI is the global region of definition of

F, and the blending functions are cubic splines then

llr(å,n) - p(E,n)ll = o(hB) ( 2.16 )

but if the boundary curves are approximaled by cubic splines

then the error becomes of O(h4 ).

Continuity of the Coons Patch

we wish the mapping (2.I4) to match F(0,n), F(1,n),

F(8,0) and F(9,1) as well as their first and second deriva-

tives and be second order continuous. Since the product and

sum of continous functions is continuous, inherent in (2.I4)

is that, P(E,n)ec2[uJ as long as

F(0,n), F(1,n), F(8,0), F(8,1), ßo(.), B1(.) € c2lUl (2.17 )

where C2[U] stands for the space of second order continuous

functions on the set U. From the Section 2.2, it is known

that (Z.t+) matches the patch boundaries exactly if condi-

tions (2.1I) are satisfied. Taking the partial derivatives

of (2.1-4) wittr respect to E and rì , it is al-so easily veri-

15



fied that

aeJS'n) I = F'(E,o)dL nlo

âP_(E, n) I = F, (E, 1)dq nl¡
âPiE'n) I = F'(o,n)dn r="9u

âP_(E,n) I =F'(1,n)dn E;l

a'?Ilg,n) | =¡,,([,0)
dq n=0

a2l(å, n) I = F,, (8,1)
,ta, n= I

ã'?1(g'n) I =F,,(o,n)an' 6=o

a2p(Ç,n) I =F,,(1.n)an' E;r

( 2.18 )

¡2p(E.n) a2P(E,n)
âE ðn an ôq

To sum up, (2.!4) yields a C2[U] continuous representation

of a patch under the conditions (2.11) and (2.I7). However

not much can be said about the bijectiveness of the mapping

because the boundary curves are usually known only at dis-

crete points and the inverse function theorem implies only

loca1 invertibility.
We further wish to know the conditions to be met by

(2.I4) to preserve second order continuity across the inter-

face between adjacent patches. Consider Figure 2.3 where the

mappi ngs

r 'q P¡ (O,4) P4 F2(O,ql PõF

€
Ft(€,O)

F2(€' l)

Pz
P3

F2ll,ql
P6

F,(1,4)

Figure 2.3: ÀdjacenL Coons patches.

Pr(€,2¡)P,(€,r7)
F¡(€,t)
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Pr (6,n ) and P2 (E,n ) are expressed AS

r, (E,n) = F, (8,0)ßo (n) + Fr 1E,r)ß1 (n) + F¡ (0,n)ßo (6) + Fr (1,¡)ßr (E)

- P,ßo(E)ßo(n) - Prß,(E)ßo(n) - P,ß,(E)8,(n) - Pußo(E)ß,(n)

rr(6,n) = Fr(8,1)ßo(n) + F2(8,1)ßr(n) + rr(0,n)ßo(E) + rr(1,n)ß,(E)

- PuBo(E)ßo(n) - P,B,(E)ßo(n) - Psßr(E)ß,(n) - lt'r(6)ß,(n)
b\

we require that

aPr (E,n)

( 2.19 )

(2.20)

(2.2t)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.26)

ârr n=l

à1, (E,n) 
,

=_l ân njo

Taking the partial derivatives of er (E,n ) and P2 (E,n ) and

letting
ß;(o) = o

ß;(o) = o

âr, (E,n)

âl I = F; (0,1)ßo(E) + Fl(1,1)ßr (E) ,
n=1

ß;(1) = o

ßl(1) = o

we obtain

ôP^ (6,n)
+ I = rl(0,0)80(E) + F;(1,0)ßr(E),

u'¡ n=o
(2.24)

which imply that (Z.Zt) will be satisfied if

F,(0.1) = rl (0,0)t ' (2 '25)
F; (r,1) = ¡'(1,0)

Similarly differentiating e, (6,n ) and r, (6,n ) twice with re-

spect to n at the interface and letting

ßi(1) = o

ßi(1) = o

ß'J (o) = o

ßi(o) = o

I7



yields

à2r, (E,n)
= ri(0,1)ßo(E) + Fi(1,1)ßr(E) ,

(2.27 )

ân2

à2P2 (E,n)
= F'j(0,0)ßo(E) + r'j(1,0)ßr(E)

ân2 n=o (2.28)

Hence second derivatives at the interface are continuous if
ri(0,1) = Fi(0,0)

ri(1,1) = F!(1,0)
(?.29l,

Cross-derivatives at the interface, utilizing (2.22)., are

321, ([,rl) ( 2.30 )
ðE ðn = F;(0,1)ß;(E) + ri(1,1)ßl(E)

n=1

a2P. (q,n)
-Tf-ã, -. I = F;(o,o)ß;(g) + F; (r,o)ß;(6)

n=0 ( 2.31)

and therefore continuous if (2.25) is satisfied.
To sum up, second order continuity will be ensured at the

interface if (2.22Ì,, (2.25), (2.26) and (2.29) are satis-
fied. The cross-derivatives wilI always be zero at the patch

corners due to (2.22) thus giving rise to "pseudo-flats" or

"thumb-prints". The second partial derivatives wiIl have

been forced to be zeto at the interface and at the patch

corners if the boundary curves are modelled by natural cubic

splines.

18



Blendinq Functions

We wish to find the blending functions ßo(.) and ß1(.)

subject to

which are derived in
ing, first a single

mate will be derived

ßo(0)=t 8o(I)=0

ß;(o)=o ß;(1)=o

Bi(o)=o ß;'(1)=o

ßo(.)e c2¡0,r1

ßr(0)=o ßr(r)=1
ß;(o)=o ßl(1)=o

Bi(o)=o ßi(i)=o
ßr(.)e c2[0,1] ,

the previous analysis.
polynomial then a cubic

that satisfy (2.32).

(2.32)

In the follow-

spline approxi-

Polynomial Approximate

There are six conditions to be met by each blending func-

tion. We, therefore, choose to approximate them with fifth
degree polynomials. Upon imposing (2.32ì. and then solving

for the coefficients, we obtain

ßo(t¡ = - 6ts + 15rq - 1ot3 + I

B,(t) = 6rs - r5r4 + 1ot3 
(2'33)

the graphs of which are plotted in Figure 2.4.
3

B, (t)

8o (r)

t
00 25 0. 51 0. rs

Figure 2.42 Polynomial blending functions.
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Cubic SpIine Approximate

The least number of

straints is three. Thus,

segments Èo satisfy the six con-

let

ßo {t¡ =

with the conditions

ß0,, = I ß0,

ßå,r = o ß;,

ß'1 . =o a"-o,l - '0,

ß (t) =a t3 +b t2 +c r + d
0,1 I I I I

_ p0r2

- p0,?

- o,z

'0 r2

Por2 -

ß0,,

ßi,,

,0, 
3

(2 .34)

R =n

Po,3 - t

ßi,, = 0 (2.35)
t3 +b t2 +c t + d333

ßo,r (t)

ßo,z (t)

ß0,, (t)

0 s t s 1/3

r/3st<z/3
2/3 < E < r ,

10 Ll3 2/3

That ß0(t)+ßr (t)=1 is easily verified. The solu-to be met.

tion yields

ßo (t) =

ß, (t) =

graphs of

in Figure

functions

I/6 (-27t3 +6)

Il6 (54t3 -8112 +27r +3)

Il6 (-21t3 48112 -81r +27)

rl6 (27t3)

t/6 (-54t3 +ïrr', -27t +3)

rl6 (271L3 -8112 +81r -21)

0<rs1/3
I/3<t<2/3
2/3 < t < I

0<r<1/3
I/3<ts2/3
2/3st<7,

(2 .36\

(2 .37 )

The

ted

ing

the

2.5

cubic spline blending functions are plot-
. Coons patch expression with these blend-

known as the spline blended approximate.

20
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Br(r)

Bo (t)

t
00

Figure 2.52 Cubic spline blending functions.

Remarks

The disadvantage of the polynomial blending functions,

besides being of degree five, is that if integrations of

their squares need be calculated then, for exact results, at

Least six point Gauss-Legendre quadrature would have to be

used. Cubic spline blending functions, though they are of

lower degree, can not be integrated exactly unless [0,1] is

divided into three subintervals. Further, the computation of

their values for arbitrary te[0,1] first requires the deter-

mination of the subinterval where t is situated.

It may be worth noLing that in many applications reported

in the literature, linear blending functions are used. Let

t denote either 6 or n then these functions are simpty

ßo(t)=l-t

ß,(r) = r
(2.38)

Àlthough linear functions are computationally advantageous,

not least because of their simplicity, they unfortunately do

not satisfy all the conditions in (2.32) and hence may pro-

duce derivative discontinuiLies at patch interfaces even if
the boundary curves are second order continuous.

00 25

2T



2.3 CUBIC SPLINE ELEMENTS

Here we wiLl be concerned with the derivation of the

two-dimensional and the three-dimensional cubic spline ele-

ments. In the context of the boundary element method, the

two-dimensionaL element is a section of a curve and a

three-dimensional element is a surface patch of quadrilater-

al shape in this work. Since a curve is a vector-valued

function of a single variable, a two-dimensional element is

uni-variate. A surface invoLves two parametric variables, in

each coordinate direction and therefore a three-dimensional

element is bi-variate.

Two-dimens ional Elements

Consider the B-spline basis function (2.4). In

Ix.,xi*r], (2.r) reduces to

s(x) = Bi_r(*)vi_, +Br(x)v, *Bi+,(*)vi*, +B1*r(x)vr*r, (2,39)

and for any x in this subinterval, form the parametric equa-

tion

x=(xi+r-xi)E+xr, (2,4g)

where 0 <E<1. This equation is well-defined for x. +, -x, /0

since

# = ,*r*, -x1) # o (2.4t)

Inserting (2.40) for x into (2.39), we obtain a parametric

22



representation. Denoting s( (xr*t -xi )E+xi ) by Pi(g) and

portions of the basis functions in (2.+ ) that lie
[x, ,xr*, J by or(E ) , a2(E ) , o3( E) and ou(6) , since these

independent of the subinterval, gives

the

in

are

(2.42)

(2 .43)

where

Pi(q) = vi_ror(6) + v.02(€) + vr*ror(E) + vi+2c4(E)

o,(E) = (1/6)( - E' +38' - 3E+1)

crr(€) = (r/e)(:83 - øq2 +4¡

o,(E) = O/6)(- 383 +:62 +lq+r¡
a,,(E) = (1/6)(q3)

The expressions in (2.43) are the shape functions for a

two-dimensional element. The formula (2.42) interpolates to

the spline curve given the subinterval number (element num-

ber) and the value of E (simplex position). The graphs of

the shape functions are given in Figure 2.6.

g
o

o

o

-;

t)

% E0.50 75

Shape functions of the cubic spline element of
Type I.

cr, (E,) o. ({)

Figure 2.6
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The fact that the uni-variate cubic spline element of

Type I is defined through four vertices, which do not neces-

sarily lie on the element, engenders the inconvenience of

describing elements by some points in space which, when

moved, shape the curve in an uncomfortably predictable man-

ner. To this end, we wish to replace two of the controlling

vertices with the two end points of the element. Consider

the element in Figure 2.'l .

Y2 Vg
-^. x

V
P Va

x

ol
Figure 2.7t Two-dimensional spline element mapping.

From (2.42) , we have

p(E) = vrc,(E) * \ror(E) + V3o316¡ + Vuou(E)

Pox

á
€

(2.44)

Àt

..:

),

E=0 and n=I, (2.+q) yields

6Po=Vr+4V2+V3

6P,=Vr+4V3+V,,

which we may use to eliminate

Po and P 1. Elenrents .gf Type

Y, and v3. The procedure is

(2.45)

any two vertices in terms of

II are obtained by eliminating

to solve for V2 and V3 from

24



(2.45) and substitute in (2,44) to obtain

p(E) = v,{o,(E) -# "r(q) 
++ o,(E)} + v,,{$ cr(E) -fr o,{E) +cu(E)}

+ roiff or{E) -S o,(E)} + r,{-$ arl)+ft o,(E)}

The coef f ic ients

functions. Àfter

of V' Vu, P

simplification,

(2 .46)

Pl are the new shaPe

expressions are

(2 ,47 )

0
and

their

1^L"j.v,(E)=-ãE"*iE -1sE
1-s I.z 2 -Y2(Ç/ = J f" - 5 ç - I5 q

^o^1r,(E) = E" - É E - i E + t

The shape f unction s (2.47) are plotted in Figure 2,8

r,,(E) = - E, +le, *!f

Y3 (E)

Yi (E)

Yr (E) Y2 (E)

¿9
E

of the cubic sPline element ofFigure 2.8 Shape functions
Type II.

The interpolation formula is then

4

p(E) = .: r, vr(E)
1=1

(2 .48)

Tz, T, and Tu are V' V4, P0 and Pr respectively'
Itwhere T

25



The vertices V, and Vu

and V,. Solving for V,

into (2.44) yields

be eliminated instead of Y2

from (2,45) and substituting

could

and Vu

The coefficients of Y* V3, Po

functions which we shall denote by

spectively. After simplification

(2.49)

and Pi are the new shape

f, f, f3 and fu , re-

f,(€) = E3 - zEz + zE

rr(E)=-E'+E
f3(E)=-83+3E2-3E+L
fu(E) = E3

The shape functions (2.50) are plotted in Figure 2.9

rr(q)

( 2.50 )

f3(E)

r 2(E

E00 2S 50 7f l.0c

Fisure 2.et 
iHB.rfT:"tions 

of the cubic spline element of

The interpolation formula is then

P(E) =
4

I c, ri(E)
1

(2.51)

v2

r, (E)

where G G, G, and Gu are

26

V3, Po and Pt respectively.



We maY 90

points on the

cor re spond i ng

further and rePlace

element. Locating

lo q=¡¡3 and l.=2/3

27Pz - 8?o -.rcV2 - P, = 8V,

27Ps - Po - 8V2 - 8P, = 10V,

2\, = I5P, - LZP.' - 4?o + 3P1

2V, = 15?, - L2P2- 3?o - APl

2\, = 2590 - 48P2+ 33P3 - 8Pl

2\, = 25P, + 33P2 - 48P3 - 8?o

!.r(g) = T ,, -ttq +tsE2 -gE3)

e.zL) = T ,tt' -sqz +zE)

r,3(E) = | oe' -5Ez +2E)

r4(g) = T < -te' +412 -E) '

aII vertices in terms of

tv¡o more Point s Pz and P,

respectivelY we obtain

(2.52)

Solving for the vertices from (2'52)in addition to (2.45).

and (2.45) Yields

and substituting (2.53) in Q.q+) we obtain four new shape

functions

(2.53 )

(2.54)

with the interPotaÈion formula

P(E) = r, [r(E) (2.ss)

À moment,s reflection will reveal that these are in fact the

shape functions of the uni-variate cubic Lagrangian element'

The graphs of the shape functions are plotted in Figure

2.!0.

4

i
i=
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We thus have shown that for every boundary curve repre-

sentable by cubic spline erements there is an identicar rep-

resentation with the cubic Lagrangian erements which can be

explained by the fact that the cubic sprines constitute a

proper subset of the piecewise cubic Lagrangian polynomiars

over the same partitioning of Ix r rx, J.

1,3(t) sq(E)

!,/\
-1\ /

rl
l1 i ß,(6)

\/'"
I

/\

å)

E

Figure 2.I0: Shape functions
element.

of the cubic Lagrangian

Remarks

The uni-variate erements above are used in the derivation
of the bi-variate elements in the nexL section but they are

also usabre in two-dimensional boundary element meLhods. As

regards the rational choice of elements, the properties re-
quired of them are that the coordinate functions formed by

the combination of the shape functions associated with the

erements be armost orthonormal or at least strongly minimal

and that the representations they provide involve only
points on the boundary. The first requirement is due to
Mikhlin [35, p.132J where he establishes it as a necessary

and sufficient condition for the stability of the RiLz and

28



Bubnov-Galerkin methods and the second requirement is to
provide direct access to the boundary description. With re-

spect to the second requirefnent, cubic Lagrangian element

representation is more desirable than the others for it con-

tains only points on the boundary. For the first require-
ment, a fair approach would be to compare the representa-

tions on a per element basis since in thaÈ case each

coordinaÈe system spans the same space. For each set, using

the norm and inner product definitions,

il"11,= "(q)2 
dEI I

I
(2.56)

<urv ), = u(6).v(€)¿q = Il,ll,ll'll, "o"0,.,,.,

Lhe magnitudes of the shape functions and the angles between

each pair of them are computed and given in Table 2.2 where

the angles are in degrees and the entries in the first col-
umn refer to shape function numbers. Clearly, the cubic La-

grangian element satisfies the desirable properties the

most.

It is possible to orthonormalize the shape functions of

each set by Gram-Schmidt procedure, however the element def-
initions will not include points on the boundary. For in-
stance, for linear Lagrangian el-ements with end points po

and Pl , v¡e have ar(E)=6, a2(E)=Þl and P(E)=PoE-Pr(1-6) .

Through Gram-Schmidt process we obtain d f /3E and &z=2-3E

with p(E)=Cr 01(E)+C2a2(E) where Cr=(2pr+p0 )/2ß and Cr=p0/2.
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Magnitudes I typ" I I Type II I t'yp" III I lagrange

I
2
3
4

,062994r
. 48 5 5042
. 48 5 5042
.062994r

.0559667

. 0 55 9667

.6357598

.6357598

,27 60262
.27 60262
.3779645
.377 9645

.27 60262

.27 60262

.6210590

.6210590

Ang1es I

(
(
(
(
(
(

1
I
I
2
2
3

I 2
3
4
3
4
4

33.18
67 .09
87.13
38.25
67 ,09
33.18

23.72
151 .18
134,24
r34,24
151 .18
60.05

14.36
56.79
65.75
65.75
56.79
87.13

81.46
69.89
97.18
97.18
69.89
82.82

,
,
,
I

,

TABLE 2.2

Magnitudes and angles for uni-variate shape functions

Three-dimensional Elements

Bi-variate spline elements are derived from the Coons

patch expression. The edges of a surface patch can be

thought of as uni-variate boundary curves and as such they

can be expressed by any one of the four uni-variate elements

developed in the previous section. Insertion of a particu-
Iar edge representation into the Coons patch expression thus

yields a different bi-variate element. If the edges are ex-

pressed with uni-variate elements of Type I, one obtains the

bi-cubic spline element of Type I with 16 vertices none of

which may lie on the surface. Therefore this element is not

continued. Representing the patch edges with the uni-vari-
ate elements of Type II we obÈain the bi-cubic spline ele-

ment of Type II. The pa,tch nodel is shown in Figure 2.II.
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x
I
I

3,l
I

I

5x -- -x6

7X -- -xg

2

Figure 2.11: Patch model for
Type II.

bi-cubic spline element of

The patch interpolation formula after simplification becomes

F
I
I
x 4

n) vi q(q,n)

with the shape functions

A1(6,n) = a,(t) !c!l) - j alÐ Ê.011) * i! o,(E) Bo(n)

A2(1,¡) = ou(Ð ßo(¡) + * or<Ð ßo(fl - ,! c,(E) gr(¡)

A3(E,n) = o,(Ð B,(r) - r! ar(E) ß,(n) + 1f c,(E) ß,(n)

Au(l,rl) = a.(Ð 3,(n) + I or(E) B,(n) - ,f a,i6) ß,tn)J

Ar(t,¡) = a,(n) ßo(6) - -! ar(n) ßo(6) + 1 ar(n) Bo(E)

Ar(l,n) = au(î) ßo(Ð + J cr(n) ßo(È) - -1 c,(n) ßo(6)

A7(¿.,n) = c,(n) ß,(_Ë) - * ",,n, !..lel + j o,(n) ß,{E)

Ar(1,¡) = cu(n) ß,(6) + J or(n) ß¡(6) - -1 a,(n) ß,(6)¡

Ae(6,n) = -6ßo(E) Êo(n) + 2!r, ar(Ð ß0(n) - f a,(E) ßo(n)

+ ff orr(n) ßo(q) - f c,(n) ßo(Ë)

A¡0 (å,n) = -6ß0(E) ß,(n) + fr az{Ð B,(n) - f a,(E) ß,(n)

+ ff. c,(rr) Êo(q) - f a,(n) ßo(Ë)

a',(6,¡) = -6ßr(g) ßo(¡) + ft a{e) Êo(¡) - f cr(6) go(¡)

+ ff ar(n) Br(E) - f cr(¡) 6,(E)

412(8,¡) = -6ßr(E) B,(¡) + fr ør<r,) ß,(¡) - f cr(6) g,(¡)

+ ff c,(n) ßr(Ë) - f cr{¡) ßr(g) ,

the graphs of which are shohrn in Figure 2.12.

P(6
t2
t

1=l
(2.57 )

(2.58)

ro

ll 12

3I



'- /-

Figure 2.I2: Shape functions of bi-cubic spline el-ement of
Type II.
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choosing uni-variate elements of Type III to express the

patch edges we obtain bi-cubic spline element of Type III
the patch moder for which is again the one shown in Figure

2.11 except that Lhe extension vertices this time are the

ones associated with the corner nodes. The patch interpola-
tion formula is then

P(€,n) = Qi (2.5e )

where the shape functions afe

l2
I Bi(6,n)

1

lr(E,n) 'ßo(n)[ -4a,(E) + ar(E) - au(6)J

nr(E,n) = ßo(n)¡ -o,(E) + or(E) - 4au(E)J

83(E,n) = ßr(l)¡ -ao,(E) + or(E) - c,*(E)l r

nu(€,n) = ß,(n)¡ -o,(6) + or(E) - 4o4(q)l

Bs (q ,n) = ß0 (6) ¡ - ao, (n) + o, (n) - ou (n) 1 ",

n.(6,n) = ß0(6)¡ -o,(n) + or(n) - aou(n)J

87(E,n) = ßr(E)¡ -+o,(n) + or(n) - cu(n)J

Bs(q,n) = ßr(6)¡ -e,(n) + or(n) - aou(n)l

n, (E,n) = ßo (n) [6o, (E) ] + ß0 (E) [oo, (n) J - ßo (t) ßo (n)

nro(E,n) = ß,(n)¡eo,(E)l+ ß0(g)¡6cr,,(n)ì - Bo(E)ßr(n)

lr, (6,n) = ßo (n) [6c,{ (E) ] + ßr (6) [6a, (n) J - ß, (E)ßo (n)

nr, (6,n) = ß,(n)[60,,(E)] + ßr(E) [6oq(n)] - ßr(q)ß¡(n)

the graphs of which are shovrn in Figure 2.l-3.
Expressing the patch edges wilh uni-variaLe

Type IV, vre obtain the bi-variaLe cubic spline

( 2.60 )

elements of

blended eIe-
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Figure 2.13: Shape functions of bi-cubic spline element of
Type III.
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ment of Type IV the patch model for
2.I4. The interpolation formula is

l2
p(E,n) = I r, lr(E,n)

1=l

which is shown in Figure

given by

(2.61)

lrt
+€

4

Figure 2.I42

2

Patch model for
ïv.

5

the bi-variate element of Type

where the shape functions are

t-, (E,n)

t , (E,n)

t , (E,n)

r-u (E,n)

t-, (6,n)

t-, (E,n)

r,, (€,n)

L, (E,n)

t , (E,n)

tro (E,n)

t , , (E,n)

t-r, (E,l)

Bo (n)[, (6)

ßo (n) [, (E)

ß, (n) {, (6)

ß, (n) 1., (E)

ßo (n)[, (E)

ßo (n)[u (E)

ß, (E)[, (n)

ßr(6).C,_(n)

ß, (n) [u (E)

ß, (n) [, (E)

ßo (6)!.u (n)

ßo (E)r., (n)

(2.62)'

+ ßo (E) sr (n) - ßo (E) ßo (n)

+ ßr (q).0r (n) - ß, (E) ßo (n)

+ ßr (E)[z (n) - ß, (6) ß, (n)

+ ßo(E)[2(n) - ßo(E) 8,(n)

with the graphs shown in Figure 2.15.
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The properties required of the shape functions
variate elements also apply to bi-varíate elements.

nitudes and angles for bi-cubic spline elements are

using

for uni-

The mag-

computed

(2 .63)
Ill"ll, = u(E,¡)2aE ¿nI

t
]-

( u,v )z iu(6,n) v(E,rr)dE an = ll"llrll"ll, "o"0u,,

and shown in Table 2.3. The cubic serendipity erement [4,
p.881 resurts when linear brending functions (2.39) are used

with the Type IV element. It Lhen follows, from section
2.2, that Lhe cubic serendipity element representation does

not ensure derivative continuity at elemenÈ interfaces even

if the boundary curves are second order continuous.

The element of Type IV satisfies the desirabre properties
the most and Type III is preferred to Type iI not only be-

cause of the above criteria but arso since it moders the ge-

ometry with the reast number of vertices. For instance, a

frat rectangular patch is modelred with four corner nodes by

Type riI element while Type II element requires rz vertices.
However, in probrems where the field variation is of higher

order than cubic arl vertices should be freed for best re-
sults, as will be demonstrated in Chapter IV.
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TABLE 2.3

Magnitudes and angles for bi-variate shape functions

2.4 MESH GENERÀTION

The Coons patch concept together with the B-spline ap-

proximation and interpoì-ation technique suggest an efficient
scheme for mesh generation. consider, f.irst in two dimen-

sions, a region of quadrilateral shape. The unit square

[0,t]x [0,1] can be meshed into a grid of required form and

mapped to the region by the Coons patch expression. Figure

2.L6 shows, by vray of example, two such mappings.

In three dimensions the region is a quadrilaterar patch on

the surface. Thus, the on1¡ difference between the two-di-
mensional finite erement and three-dimensional boundary e1e-

ment generations is that the mapping in the latter case has

to be repeaÈed for one nore dimension.

-38

Magnitudes lryp" II ltyp" rri I 'ryp" rv lSerendip
(1)
(s)
(e)

-(4)
-(8)
-(12)

.0356160

.03s6r60

.404287 0

. I 7 56591

.1756591

.t327 614

,2528960
. 3 95 2330
.3952330

.2023t78

. 358s68 5

.358s685

Àngles 
I

ß,2)
(1,3)
(1,4)
(1,5)
(1,6)
(1,7)
(1,9)
(1,9)
(1,10)
( 1,11)
(1,12)

23.7r
76.43
77 .59
47.7t
61.40
61.40
70.09

r49.78
108.6s
133.56
104.18

14.36
76.43
7 6,86
52,!2
59.92
59.92
65.85
94.55
99.85
97.50
98.92

68
82
68

I42
97

104
92
92

104
97

r42

.61

.68

.6t

.61

.78

.75

.00

.00

.75

.78

.61

46
s9
46

131
109
119
101
101
119
109
131

.04

.15

.04

.28

.33

.01
,79
.79
.01
.33
.28
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Figure 2.16: Mesh generation through coons patch mapping.

The region to be discretized is first divided into a num-

ber of quadriraterar subregions with or without curved edges

as required. This first level subdivision, which is usually
done in order to compry with the different material proper-
ties and boundary conditions, is assumed to have been per-
formed prior to the automatic data preparation.

rn the mesh generation step, which proceeds subregion by

subregion, each edge that is defined through a set of spa-

tiar coordinates of points on it, is modelled by an open cu-

bic spline curve. The locations of the required number of

nodes on an edge are then found by interpoJ_ation, using
(2.1). since the edges are modelled parametrically, murti-
ple-valued curves pose no difficulty.

For the interporations are from the one-dimensional sim-
prex [0,t] to each one of the globar coordinales, the number

of points to be interpolated per span, i . e. f or each 
'11r'! ::-

.:"1, as well as the corresponding simplex locations must be

determined. To this end, if M is the degree of erements [3],
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J is the number of

number of initial
which

that define the edge and L is
required then the smallest K

points

nodes

the

for

.l

E*+{)d * (J - 1) = g*(L + 1) , (2.64)

where

f ound

N, is

all symbols are

then the number

integers,

of points

1S

to

sought. When such a K is

be interpolated per span,

(2.66)

N
M* L+1

J-1 1
( 2.55 )

and the simplex coordinates are *i/ (N+l), i=1,2,...,N f or

each span. On the total there will be N*(L+1)+f.+2 number of

points available on the edge, the first and every K'th one

of which will be an initial or a mid-side node.

Once the nodes on the edges are located, the Coons patch

expression (2.14) is used to compute the gIobaI coordinates

of the nodes interior to the subregion. To this end, the

unit square is meshed into a rectangular grid with the local

coordinates of the interior mesh points being

{.'''','}

N+] I+1

l=z,1=z {*]i ,"{,*1 ,

where there are assumed to be N+2 points in the 6-direction
and I+2 points in the n-direction. Triangular elements may

be generated by bisecting quadrilateral elements along the

shorter diagonal for better aspect ratio. A triangular su-

bregion causes no problem for it can be treated as a special
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case of a quadrilateral subregion. Àfter all subregions are

done, the node and element Iists are prepared by reprocess-

ing the elements.

The edges of the subregions are assumed to have been en-

tered in the counter-clockwise sequence. To check this and

also to determine if the diagonal of bisection, in the gen-

eration of triangles, lies within the quadrilateral a test
is performed. In two dimensions the expression

c (xr xr)(v, -yr) (x¡ xr) (v, -Y r) (2 .67 ),

where (x'yr), (xr,yr) and (xr,y3) are the triangle vertic-
ês, is pgsitive, zero or negative whenever the sequence is
clockw.ise, the vertices coincide or the sequence is counter-

clockwise. In three dimensions, if the origin does not lie
in the plane of the triangle then

c=-N*l\-NyM'-NrM" ( 2.68 )

where N* , Ny , N, are the components of the normal to the

triangle, pointing avray from the region that contains the

origin, and Mx, My, M, are the components of the vector from

the origin to the center of the triangle, is negative, zero

or positive whenever the sequence is clockwise, the vertices

coincide or the sequence is counter-clockwise. The above

formulae can also be exploited to perform point-in-region or

point-on-surface searches.
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The region after being modelled is dispJ-ayed for inspec-

tion. In three dimensions, a perspective transformation

[18], is employed prior to the plotting. The geometrical de-

scription data is then interfaced to the particuLar applica-
tion program. various interfacing programs have been deveL-

oped for this purpose [55].
As for continuity, from the results of section z.z it is

cl-ear that the subregions are second order continuous as

long as the blending functions and the boundary curves are.
Across subregion interfaces, first and second derivative
continuity depends on the respective derivative continuity
betweeen boundary curves. If natural B-splines are used to
approximate the boundary curves the second derivatives
across subregion interfaces will be zeyo and the first de-

rivatives may be discontinuous. second order continuity may

be ensured, if an edge to be continuous to a previous one is
made to inherit the vertices from it at the point of joining
in which case undesirable shapes resurt not only because of
Lhe improper end conditions but probably also because of the

uneven subsectioning densities requested on the edges.

Proper end condiÈions may be used as the edges are moderled,

however only the first or the second derivative can be made

continuous for either one of them but not both may be en-

forced as end conditions simurtaneously. on the other hand,

this wây, the effect of uneven subsectioning densities wilr
not be a problem anymore. we wish to focus on first order
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continuity in this case. End conditions may be derived from

the given poinÈs on the edge, however their computation by

fitting quadratics to the rast and first three points on the

edge did not prove to work satisfactorily for there are usu-

aIly not enough known points on the edge. The end condi-

tions may also be asked for as part of the input which is
adopted in this work. This procedure provides first order

continuous modelling always and second order continuous mod-

elIing sometimes.

To clarify the points made above, consider two adjacent

subregions as in Figure 2.17.

v v2
x

v5 uo* ut, vz v8
xx

A B

edge I edge 2

subregion I subregion 2

Figure 2.17: Adjacent subregions.

we assume subregion t having been processed first and four
points generated on its edge 1 with the controlting vertices
Vo , V1 ,. ..,Y7 determined. The position , the f irst and the

second derivatives at point A are fixed by V5, v6 and Vr.

If nolr edge I of subregion 2 is to be second order continu-
ous to edge 1 of subregion 1 then the first three vertices
of edge 1 of subregion 2 must be V, , V6, V7 leaving Vu to be

v4vo
xxx

¡
l
¡
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determined. Since point B is fixed, the cubic spline model

of edge 1 of subregion 2 will assume, in general, an undesi-

rable shape. Continuity of the first derivative, however,

can be easily achieved by computing it at A using V5, v7 and

enforcing this value as the end condition for edge 1 of su-

bregion 2. This wây, also the problem of vanishing second

derivatives at the interfaces and subregion corners will be

eliminated but the "pseudo-flats" will still be present in

lhe model.

Examples and applications of both patch-to-patch discon-

tinuous and continuous modelling are demonstrated in Chapter

Iv. À different algorithm that does not require end condi-

tions and provides second order continuous modelling is dis-
cussed in Chapter V.
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Chapter I I I

BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD

In the boundary element model, presented in this Chapter,

Laplace's equation to be solved in a volume V is recast into

an integral equation that contains the potential and its
normal derivative on the surface S which encloses V. The re-

duction of the integral equation into a set of linear egua-

tions is achieved by the Bubnov-Galerkin method with the un-

knowns and the surfaces represented by bi-cubic spl ine

elements. À1so described here are the numerical computation

of the principal value integrals and the integration of

nearly singular integrands.

3.1 MÀTHEMÀTICÀL MODEL

Green's second identity is utilized in deriving the

boundary integral equation to be solved. From 123, p.252)

and 121 , p.63 J , it f ollows that in a three-dirnensional

bounded region V with the volume element dV and boundary S

which is piecewise smooth, i.e. composed of a finite number

of parts each of which including its boundary is continuous

and has continuous firsl derivatives (a regular surface); if

ô and rþ are two functions of coordinates such that they are

continuous, have continuous first derivatives in V+S and
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piecewise continuous second derivatives in V and if the in-
tegrals exist then

Irrr'o -ov'zq,) uu = I(ú #-o ff >a" , (3.1)
VS

where ð /an denotes differentiation in the positive direction
of the norma]. Àpplication of the divergence theorem to the

vector rlVQ yields Green's f irst identity

Irr.Vô dv + | w'ø au = /, # u" ( 3.2 )
VVS

Changing the roles of V and ô, and subtracting the resulting
eguation from (3.2 ) gives ( 3.1 ) which is also frequently

known as Green's theorem [19, p.1653. It should be noted

that the volume V need not be simply-connected l2I, p.A9J.

The validity of (3.1) can be extended to an infinite re-
gion V, in which case 0 and U must be regular at infinity,
i.e. RQ and Rrj.' must be bounded as R -+- l2I, p.65J.

Laplace's equation may be arrived at in different ways.

The most direct one in electrostatics seems to be from Max-

well's equations [19, p.160J. In a region V

V*Ë=o , (3.3)

so thaÈ Ë is irrotational and hence conservative. The ex-

pression (g.g) is a necessary and sufficient condition for
the existence of a potential 0 in the form

-)
E=-Vó

46
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Again from Maxwell's equations

->
D p

where p is a volume distribution of source density which we

assume to be a known and bounded function of position in
this work. For a linear and isotropic region of dielectric
constant e , the constitutive relation is

i.e. e is not

(3.5) and (3.6)

(3.5)

(3.6)

a funct ion

yields

+-'
D = e E

and if the region is homogeneous,

of position then combining (3.4),

V,O p
€

(3.7)

(3.8)

which is Poisson's equation. rn particular, if there are no

sources in V

vrþ 0

which is Laplace's equation.

In order to converÈ (3.8) into an integral form,

choose a region v enclosed by a surface s where v and s
isfy the conditions of (3.1). LetLing È and Êt locate
points in V+S we form the function

v(ì,?'¡ 1

we

sat-

two

trl
(3.e)

++ -+
R=r-r Except at È?', (3.9) is a spherically symme-where
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trical and regular solution of Laplace's eguation, 1.€

Vt.lr=V",r=O (3.10)

in three-dimensional space, and it is known as the fundamen-

tal solution or frequently as the free-space Green's func-
tion. Its form for two-dimensionar space is logarithmic. The

expressions of (3.1) and (3.9) for higher dimensional spaces

can be found in 123, p.257). we apply (3.1) to the vorume

v-vo where vu enclosed by so is a sufficiently small sphere

of radius ô centered at È', as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Exclusion of the characteristic singularity at

Thus (e.f) is written
r
I (ipv2o - 0v2ir) ¿v =

v- vô

where the coordinates of ¡ are

and differentiation while those

point. Substituting the values

l,r
S+55

the
-+ofr

for

_ai
ân -0 !-v

ân )ds

variables of

' locate the

v2þ and v2rþ

(3.11)

integration

observation

from ( 3.7 )

V-V¡

+l
f

S

R
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and (3.10), respectively, into ( 3.11 )

*,*,)a"+ |

â

a"

on

_?-q
âR

(*!)l

y i elds

I
v-v

where Q=

r{l la" (3.12)

(3.13)

_p_
eR

ô

dv = /,*#
S

rfl I a"

- I rp-¿* JI
V

0
.I âòI-r'R ân0

s6

1_¿q
ân

d

ân

Ë1. over sô,

R=6 62 '

hence the second integral
is

the right-hand side of (3.12)

/,* #
Sô

=-å [
¿q
âR

ds ô ds
1 I-ô

ân

ô S

!g_ 1
dsAR ô2

0

ínV
tinsz (i')

4nô 2

CIô2

0

Figure 3.2, is
to 2rwhen È'

S

1-i
ô

Ò-

I
S5

ô

(- )

( 3.14 )

(3.15)

where ð$/an and 0 are some values of ðOlâR and 0 on 56. Let

z(i' )=,f as, then
o

->r
->r
->r 'notínV*S ,

where f), as in
which is equal

1.23 , p.256) .

Now, i f È'

tain

óG'¡

the conical vertex angLe at ?'

is on the smooth portion of S

is in V and we IeÈ ô+0 then õ-O(È') and we ob-

dv+å
4'tT ff- o S rfino",l''*

S

( 3.16 )

The convergence of the volume integral in (3.12) when ô->0
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+l
f E

Figure 3.2¿ Definition of Èhe conical vertex angIe.

and of the surface integral in (3.16) is proved in II9,
pp.17l-I891. The potential at any point in V can be comput-

ed by (3.16) if the potentiat and its normal derivative on s
as well as the charge density distribution in V are known.

Green's theorem expresses the potentiar in v as the superpo-

sition of potentiars due to a volume charge of densit.y dis-
tribution p, a single layer of charge on S with a density

âó(¡=€;-
dn

(3. 17 )

and a double layer charge on S of density

T =€0 ( 3.18 )

I f vre lhink of the volume v in ( 3.16 ) as a port ion of an

erectrostatic fierd isolated by the surface s then the sin-
gle and double layer charges above can be thought of as the

sources that account for the effect of the external charges.

Hence if there are no sources external to v the surface in-
tegral in (3.16) must vanish.
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On S, the

d i scont i nui ty

equal to

layer charge distribution
normal derivaÈive of the

single

in the

exhibits a

potent iaI

_40
ânt_

S

¿o
ôn

rl| =-u)l, €
S'

,1
's*=ãT0s_

(3.1e)

while the double

discontinuity in

Iayer charge

the potential
distribution gives rise to a

equal to

( 3.20 )

By inserting the values of the potential and its normal de-

rivative just inside S into the above discontinuity rela-
tionships, w€ observe that the potential and its normal de-

rivative just outside S are zero. Hence if there are no

charges external to s then by (3.16) ttre fierd outside s is
zero. Therefore, the single layer and the double layer
charges in (3.16) are exactly those which reduce the field
to zero everywhere external to S [19, p.I92J.

The Dirichret probrem or the first boundary value problem

where

0 f (s) on S
( 3.21)

rs 9r.ven,

problem in

the Neumann problem or the second boundary value

which

_49
ân g(s) on S

51
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is specified and the mixed problem defined with
0 = f (s) on S,

-?9 - ^,^. = sr * sz , (3.23)
ân = 8(s) on St

are considered for Laplace's equation. If arbitrary values

are assigned to ö and àþ/¿n on s then the potentiar given by

(3.]6) is a regular and harmonic function in v but it wirl
not converge to the assigned values of ô and its normal de-

rivative on S l2l, p.701. Therefore, (3.16) does not pro-
vide a sorution to any of the above probrems. However when

È' is on S then

0(?'¡ 0 ¡! r{r io"=#|fia,,+*/,*# (3.24),

which constitutes a compatibirity condition for þ and ðQ/ân

at each point Ê' on s and as such it can be employed to ob-

tain the complementary boundary data in the above problems

which can then be substituted in (3.16) to obtain the poten-

tial everywhere in v. The expression (3.24) reduces to a

Fredholm integral equation of the first kind for ãQ/ðn in
the Dirichlet problem, to a Fredholm integral equation of
the second kind for 0 in the Neumann problem and to a combi-

nation of the first and second kind Fredholm integral equa-

tions in the mixed problem.

It is at this juncture where the simple rayer and double

layer formulations branch off. A boundary integral equation
anaJ.ogous to (9.r0) is stated also for the region exterior
Lo s and the two equations are added. In the resurting ex-
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pression taking
_aE
&)

_ _40
&r =0

(3.25)
S-

Ieads to the double layer formulation while choosing
or+-or_=o

9=#l #l 3'26)
s+ s-

yields the simple layer formulation [38], [51].
The existence and uniqueness of solutions for the interi-

or and exterior Dirichret problems with the Green's theorem

forrnulation are proved in [24,ch.3]. The uniqueness, except

for an arbitrary added constant , and exisÈence of the sol_u-

tion for the interior Neumann problem requires that

I
S-

I
g+

u( s)
€ 00

s+

ds¿o
ðnf

S

0, (3 .27 )

whire for the exterior, where the condition (3.27) is not
necessarily satisfied, the sorution exists and is unique

l2I, p.292). For the mixed problem, €xistence and unique-
ness of solutions are proved in IZSJ, [26].

The region of interest for the sorution of Laplace's
equation consists of piecewise homogeneous media in this
work. Green's theorem is applied to each homogeneous medium

with the following conditions that are valid at the media

interfaces. The normars are out of the respective media.

0¡=ö,

.,tr*.,tr=0. (3'28)

The existence and uniqueness of sorutions for a system of
dielectrics are given in 1.24, p.254f , [19, pp.Ig4-Ig7J.
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3.2 THE GALERKTN METHOD

After the physical problem is reduced to a mathematical

modeL which satisfies the requirements of existence, unique-

ness and continuous dependence on data, a proper numerical

technique has to be adopted for the solution. If the mathe-

maticaL model is based on partiar differentiar equations the

numerical methods will entail approximations to be made

throughout the region of the problem while approximations

are done only on the boundary if the problem is formulated

through boundary integral equations. Thus the first disLinc-
tion among various methods is the mathematical model which

they solve. Since the dimensionality of the problem is re-

duced by one, the boundary integral eguation formulations

are desirable. The Bubnov-Galerkin method, which is ex-

plained below, is employed in this work.

The Galerkin method is a particular one of the projection
methods 134, p.253J, [36], which are also termed as methods

of weighted residuals [31]. The idea of projection methods

is as fo]Iows. Consider the inhomogeneous equation

Lx f (3.2e)

where f is known, x is to be determined and L is an operator

which maps from the space x to the space F with the domain

D(L)cX and the range n(i,)Sr'. Àssume that [xrr] and [r,",] are

two given sequences of subspaces with

F' S F (n=1,2,...))Ç c D(L)
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and Pn are the pro ject ion operators f rom F to F,., AS

The method seeks a solution
imation

Prr(L xrr-f) =

(n=1r2r...) ( 3.31)

to (3.29 ) through the approx-

0 *rr€\
( 3.32 )

PnPå PrrF = F,,

xn

The case when X=F, Xr,=Fr, (n=l ,2,...) is the Galerkin method.

The construct ion of subspaces Xr-, , F, and the operators Pn

form the basis of the projection methods. The cases when x

and F are Banach spaces or when L is nonlinear are investi-
gated with regards to the existence, uniqueness and conver-

gence of solutions in t361.

The domain of the operator in the integral equations of

this work is the space of all square-integrable functions on

the boundary S, i.e. L2(S) which is a Hilbert space with the

inner product
I<B,hrr= Jg(s)tr(s)ds i B,heLr(S) (3.33)

e

and the norm

(3.34 )llsll, = 'e,eìL

II
in

ís worth

(3.24 ) are

noting that since the kernels of the integrals

of the form

K(î,î'l=tÍ?,i')^,o<a<2 (3.35)
l?-i'l*
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i.e. weakly singular, initially they may not seem to be

square-integrabre. However, the order of lhe singularity is
shown to be o=l- when È*È' lz7, p.113i, hence the kernel re-
mains square-integrable and the operator is completely con-

t inuous 124 , p.2I I , 134 , p.z70J .

when L is rinear, bounded and completely continuous and x

and F are Hilbert spaces, Èhe subspaces Xr.,, F. and the pro-
jections Pn are constructed as folrows. we select two sets

of finite number, linearly independent coordinate functions
tn, ii= , in x and t fi iT= I in F. Then

\ sprr, {r1}

F=n span {fr}

n
i=1

n
(3.36)

(3.39)

and since xneX,.,

xn aiwi , (3.37)

where the coefficients al are determined by the condition
that the residual E=Lxn-f be orthogonal to {fi}l=r, i.e.

.L*r,-frfi> 0 ( 3.38 )

which gives a linear system of equations for ai,

n

I
r- I

i=l '

af,fi> (í=I,2,...,n)
n

I < Lw'fi t ri =
J I

This is
functions

t ion and

the

are

XcX

Galerkin-Petrov meLhod.

finite in number, pn is

n*1 t Fr, cFr,*t '

Here the coordinate

the orthogonal projec-

n
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When the elements fi are chosen as

1 Lri (i=1,2,...r) (3.40)

the method subsumes the least-squares method t391. The

method of moments l37l and the collocation method can be

shown to be included in the projection methods.

The variant of the Galerkin-petrov method in which E=F

and the coordinate sequences coincide (wi=f, ) is known as

the Bubnov-Galerkin method.

Àt this juncture it is natural to ask if there exists a

sorution to the Garerkin equations and if it does then

whether it is unique. we further wish to know if the numeri-

car result will converge to the exact sorution as the dimen-

sion of the approximation space is increased. The conver-
gence here is to be interpreted as a compensating argument

since the projection method is not an iterative method in
the sense that +, is determined using previous approxima-

tions xt ,... r1_,_1 .

The Rayleigh-Ritz variational method, which can be con-

structed if a functional for the variational problem is
known, is shown to provide a sorution if the operator is
self-adjoint and the solution is known to be unique if the

operator is positive-definite, and to converge to the exact

solution if the operator is positive-bounded-berow t321.
since the Rayreigh-Ritz equations are also known to be iden-
ticar to the Bubnov-Garerkin equations one argues that if

f.
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Lhe operator satisfies the above conditions then whether the
problem is formulated via the Rayreigh-Ritz method or the
Bubnov-Galerkin method we have the existence, uniqueness and

convergence guarantees for the solution. Howeverr wê know

that the Galerkin method can be applied to nonlinear, non-

serf-adjoint or non-positive-definite operator equations as

we11. It is shown that integral equations with nonsymmetric

kernels corresponding to non-self-adjoint operator equations
can be converted to self-adjoint forms by making the kernels
symmetric [40, p.90gJ,lZZ, p.159J, [+t1, however non-posi_
tive-definite kernels can be brought only to positive-sem-
idefinite forms in generar in which case not much can be

concluded about uniqueness and convergence. Nevertheless,
less stringent sufficient conditions than those above , tor
the existence, unigueness and convergence of the Bubnov-Gal-

erkin solutions, have been shown to exist. A theorem due to
Mikhtin 13+, p.250J which requires only rinearity of the op-
erator states Èhat if L can be split up as L=L'+L, where Lo

is self-adjoint, positive-bounded-be1ow in a given Hirbert
space H and L1 is completely continuous (compact) in the en-

ergy space 
""0 

such that D(Lr)'D(Lo) and the sequence of
subspaces {xrr} is ultimatery dense in D(L0 ), i.e. the coor-
dinate functions possess the approximation property t44) or
the coordinate functions are members of D(L0) and form a

comprete set in 
""0 

then for sufficiently rarge n, the Bub-

nov-Galerkin system of equatíons have a unique solution
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that converges to the exact solution in the

in the rnetric of H 1,3+ , p.293 J . Àn est imate

gence is given by

norm of

for the

H. or!0

conver-

ll"- "" ll, (1 + er.,) ll" - rr, " ll ( 3.41)

where €rr*0 as n ->co.

Strongly elliptic systems t25l are known to satisfy the

Garding inequality [8], which then implies that the operator

L can be decomposed exactly, as required in the above theorem

[44]. Among the strongty elliptic operator eguations are

the Fredholm's first and second kind equations with weakly

singular kernel-s arising in electrostatics L44). Moreover,

the finite element functions as well as splines when used as

coordinate functions have been shown to satisfy the approxi-
mation property [8, p.269J, 144). In view of the above, the

Bubnov-Ga1erkin method as used in this work yields a solu-

tion that is unique and converges in the mean to the exact

solution as Lhe dimension of the approximaÈion space is in-
creased. It is further known that, in fact, strong e11íp-

ticity is necessary for the convergence of all Galerkin

methods due to Vainikko l++J.
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Cons i der

Figure 3.3

gion.

3.3 NUMERICAL FORMULÀTION

a problem rvith piecewise homogeneous media as in
where €i,, is the m-th element in the i-th re-

€2, t

€,,,
è?,2

el

3, I

€3,2

Figure 3.3: A multi-media configuration.

rn general there may be any number of regions with bounda-

ries si. The interfaces are denoted by sij. The si encroses

the connected region vi, i=\,2,...,N where N is the total-
number of regions each of which is homogeneous with material
property .i and may contain voLume sources of given density
pi (È). In this work only pi (Ê) in the form of discrete
point sources is considered.

with respect to Figure 3.4, writing (g.Zq) explicitly in

+l
n

ñ= î'-7

o n

Figure 3.4: Notations for the boundary integrar equation.

+l
I

ê,2

E"Gt
sre

e.(î) €3

Srs Szs
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Cartesian coordinate system yields

0(xlylz') I f x z dv(x ry, z)2re R(x v z lxrlf rz)
v

+ I
2t¡

rI
J n!fi;r;",y,")
S

#8f.* ds(x,y,z) (3 .42)

+ {o(x'v 'z)
/r(RGFET;",y,Ð)ds(x'Y'z),o

ã"G,y;Ð

where we assume S to be smooth and

R(x ly',2';x,y ,z) [(x'-x)2 + (y'-y)t * (2,-r)r]\ (3.43)

*?;;;t,t*, = o,*,'fi = ;f, {(x'-x)ã* + (y'-y)4 +(2,-z)à,}.ì ( 3.44 )

The equation (3.42) is discretized for each region and the

resulting equations are solved simurtaneously for the un-

known potential or normar derivative of the potential on the

boundary and at the interfaces. we will focus on the discre-
tization of (3.421 for a single region first and later we

will show how the coupled equations are sorved if there is
more than one region. $re express the potential and its nor-
mal derivative on the surface with a set of expansion func-
t ions denoted by t *ri Ï=, , i . e.

0i ti
(3.45)

_40
ân cffrr '"

where the coefficients are either known or to be determined.

n
0s = .l

l_= I

I
i=l

S
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Thus (3.42) becomes

1w.ó. +a'1 2¡

where q is the volume

sJ and located at uj,

dv
1

R(?,?') 2'l

for which the matrix form is

n
I

1=¡ fi, ',*, *,*,0" = */,I, ',(#), { a" * o ( 3.46 )

integral of the point sources of value

i.e.
s-, ô (ü., -Ì) m

I

/ 'r,r!, wi'i) ds ' * ! 'rr+ { ,L,'i ôi ãl {{) a") a"'

/rtri /,i, "rt#r, { a")dsr+ /", oo'' (i =1,...,n) 
(3'48)

r. f*c=zr. r.)
J J=I
v

"j
, niür,?') (3 .47 )

(3.4e)

J

Application of the Bubnov-Galerkin method yields

[F]Q= tHl*+q-dn

In the Dirichlet problem àþ /ðn and in the Neumann problem 0

is soJved for while in the mixed problem a combination of ô

and âþ /òn has to be computed from (3.49). Thus depending on

the problem (¡.¿g) is brought into the form

( 3.50 )

and soLved. since both the potentiar and its normal deriva-
tive are expanded wíth the same set of basis functions, if
at a point on the boundary neither Q nor aô/ðn is known then

the coefficient matrix in (3.S0) will be singular. Therefore

at any point on the boundary either q or àþ /ðn must be given

and wherever both are specified they must be compatibre.

br¡S
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To compute the matrix entries we consider

(3.51)

where the elements e1 are non-overlapping. From (3.49) and

(3.51), it is readiry seen that the coefficient matrices can

be generated easily in an element by element fashion.
The product form of Gauss-Legendre quadrature is used for

the integrations [45]. This scheme, unlike the Newton-cotes

integration formurae, guarantee convergence when the quadra-

1,62, p.2671. The rule in 6 , n system

I I tr',n)d' d¡ =

mg = .U eí
1=l

ture order is increased

of coordinates is
II

(3.s2)
00

where

g(v, ,v, ) +'+ 'r(E,n)

( 3. s3 )

The a's and v's r câlled weights and abcissas respectively,
are to be found in [45]. It is known that n point Gauss-Le-

gendre quadrature íntegrates porynomials of degree 2n-r ex-

actly t5I. Thus each / t(x,y,z) ds must be transformed to
l1 e

I !^g( E,il d6dn which is done using standard bi-variate f inite00
elements. This work employed bi-cubic sprine elements and

,i, 'r(r!, "r e(vi'vr)

E=rui*å
\ = + u¡ * å
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defined the element geometries by
l2

x = [ x1 Ai (E,n)
i=r
l2

v = .l vi \(E,n)a=l
,2

, = .l z., Ar(6,n)
r-= I

in which case the unit surface normal is

* = + (#ä# 4 . #s,-# I . #Ë# a)'

(3.54)

( 3. 55 )

( 3.56 )

and the Jacobian of the transformation is

ò(y,z)2 , â(z,x) 2

ð(6,n) - ã(E,nt-
â(x,y) 2

â(6,n)
\

+

where the partial derivatives are obtained anatytically by

differentiating the shape functions.
Às regards Èhe unknowns, the relation between the global

wi and local wi is as foLlows. Each wi is associated with a

point which is a vertex of "j or a midside node and is
shared among a number of elements. That portion of wi which
lies in ej corresponds Èo wg when ej is transformed to
[0,1]x[0,1]. The picture is cl-earer when Figure 3.5 is con-
sidered which shows the correspondence in two dimensions.

ìY¡

e¡-l I e¡

è7
Figure 3.5: Correspondence between gtobal

€0
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In particular, when Wi =Ai, i.e. the unknowns and the

geonetry are expressed with the same expansion functionr wê

have an isoparametric method; when geometry is modelled with

less number of parameters than the unknowns a subparametric

method results and when the geometry is defined with more

number of parameters than the unknowns a superparametric

method is obtained 1,4, p.1231.

In the program implementation an isoparametric method

with bi-cubic spline elements is adopted and for the inte-
grals the same number of Gauss-Legendre quadrature points is
used in both directions.

Principal VaIue Integrations
There are two cases in which the kernels in (3.24 ) are

unbounded though their integrals exist in the principle val-
ue sense. One situation arises when the normal derivative
of the potential becomes infinite which usually happens at

points on the boundary with conical vertex angles greater

than 2tt 124, p.1641, t6l. No attempt has been made, in this
work, to model the unbounded ð0/ôn's with the proper form

imposed on the expansion functions [50], however the second

situation which occurs when l/R and ð/¿n(I/R) become infi-
.+-+.nite as i=í' is appropriately catered to.

The field and source points coincide, i.e. ?=?', a! the

matrix set up process in the terms

Jr"Jr,i,', 
o,f r{rds ds' ' {,r!rri,', *,#,, ds ds' , (3.57)
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and arso whenever the potential at a point on the surface is
to be computed. The integrals when T=?' are known to exist,
however they pose great difficulty for numericar computa-

tion. The tricks of skipping the singularity or avoiding it
by employing different orders of quadrature for the inner

and outer integrals and other methods have been shown not to
work satisfactorily [49]. The method we employ here, which

folÌows from 146), [49], and is the same as in IS0], aims at
eliminating the singularity and converting the integrand to
a we]l-behaved form that is amenabre to computer evaluation.

In this method, whenever ?=?' occurs the unit square is
divided into four triangres about the local coordinates of ?'

which h'e sharl show by (a, b) . The value of the integral i s

found by evaluating it on each triangre separatery and add-

ing the results. The process is shown in Figure 3.6.

(o) P = 
(0, b) c (o,l) x (O,l)

€

Tì

(b)

(c)

v

1

{'l r¡

P,

*s
Pt'

u

€
tÉ

Figure 3.6: Catering to kernel singularities.
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Consider the integral
1l

I II00
f (E,n) dE dn (3.58)

that is a pole of

up on four trian-

where f ( 6, n) has an

order one at (a,b).

gles as follows.

isolated singularity
The integral is split

, fr{6-'¡*'
r = ¡ lXt¡¡)d¡ d[+

";}rE-'l

l-a.
I r-h(l- 1)+l

I l;(E,n) dE dn

b

I
0

b-r
aa. IJ',o b,
-,a'

E +r

E,n) dn dE +

E=(a-1)u+1
n=(b-1)u-v+l
3 = (1_a)

Tu, {=(a-1)u-v+1
rl = bu

J=-b

6=att+.t
n = (b -1)u + 1

J = (b _r)

6=au
rl =bu*v
J=a

o frrn-'¡
a-1-b n +l
(

J t<t,n)dE dn
d

tn

(3.59)

( 3.60 )

( 3.61)

(3.62)

( 3.63 )

The first, second, Lhird
transformed by Tt , T2 ,

on a simplex of the form

and fourth integrals of (3.59) are
T3 and Ta respectively to integrals
(b) where

T

T
2

T:
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such that P maps to P'. Thus (S.Sg) becomes

t = ! 
'f r(<. -r)" +1,(Þr)u -v *,.)rr -a)dv du

I t-u.!{

S

square 1n

coI lapsed

f au*v,(b -1)u+1 (1 -b)dv du

( 3.64 )
+ ( ( f(au,bu *v)a dv du

¿t

!
l-u

+

respect ive integrals. Next , ( 3. 64 ) i s transformed

{
r ({a - r)" -v +l,bu) b dv du

with the

by

to the

maps to

unit
the

u=E*
v = rì*(1 -E't¡
r _ 1_r* (3.65)
v¿9r

(c). Note that the singularity point p'

edge here. Hence (3.64) becomes

,= ii{00 [
f (a -t)E* +1,(b -t)E* -n*(l -6*) +r (1-a)

+ r(aE* +n*(1 -E*),(u -r)6* +r)

+ r(aE.,bq* +n*(1 -6.)) "
+ r({u -l)E* -n*(1 -6*) +t,bE*)

( 3.66 )

( 3.67 )

approaching the

Thus

o),, -r.,drr* dq*

when Eir, i.e
F(6*,n*)*2f(a,b).

(1 -b)

which can be inlegrated numerically with

Ir
{,r, ", ""''",'}

n
T

1=1
ar(1 -vi)

In (3.66), we observe that
collapsed edge, (1-6*)*0 and

F(E*,n*) (1 -E*)lim
F*-+t

68
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which is a bounded and we1l-behaved

term ð,/ ðn ( I/R) approaches l/R in

treaÈment of l/R applies also to the

integrand. Since t.he

È+' , rhethe l imi t
case of

as

è/àn(1/R).

Nearlv Sinqular I ntegrands

Àn important problem, which arises when ?+?=Ì' where ? is
very smal)., results in degraded accuracy in the numeri.cat

integrations if not handred properly. The problem, firstly,
occurs for adjacent elements at the matrix set up step, âs

irlustrated in a two-dimensional cross section in Figure

3.7 . The integral corresponding to the term à /ðn(I/R) .may

vanish when both elements are on the saae plane, or .may

cause a moÍe severe problem than that of l/R when the inter-
face between the elements happens to be an edge.

X outer integrotion
Gouss point locotion

g inner inlcgrolion
Gouss poinl locotlon

€¡ ê2

Figure 3.72 Àdjacent boundary elements.

I

F2
J
R

The problem, secondly, occurs when the

tential is to be conputed is very close

shown in Figure 3.8.

point where the po-

to the boundary as
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I

ñ ê2

2-t
R X point of

polentiol computolion

Figure 3.8: Point very close to the boundary.

The adaptive method, we emproy here, first determines if
the integrals can be computed accurate enough with the given

quadrature order and if not divides the element into a num-

ber of subelements and adds the integrals, computed on each

suberement separat,ely, to obtain the resurt. The advantage

here as opposed to using a higher order Gaussian quadrature

is that this method and the method of principal varue inte-
gration can share the same computer storage since either
-) ->t -+ -) -+t=i' or f+é=i' is the case but not both. The procedure is
shown in Figure 3.9.

(o) (b)

x
I

I

I

n
I

q
I

b

b
o

Y(

b

0 €€
ü

o, o2l

(c)

€"

Figure 3.9: Catering to nearly singular integrands.

2

3 4
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Consider the integral

I

r=l i' (t,n)d6 u, * 
t It<e,n)d€ 

dn * 
llr<r.,¡)dE dn . 

{lrrr,n)d6 
dn

). 1 bl

r ì'l =(t-U)n*+¡ , J=a(1 -b)

I
0

I
r

J 
r(g 

'n) dE dn
c

¡ = (1 -a)(I -b)

J=ab

( 3.6e )

(3.70)

(3.71)

It is split up on four subelements about the point (a,b)
ba

b

The integrals in (3.70) are then transformed to (c) by

Tr, 6 = aE*

Tr, E=(1-a)l*+a (1 -b)n* + b

T g=aè

n=

n=bn*

TutE=(1-a)E*+a

ll

rì = bn* , J = (1 _a)b

respectively and (3.70) becomes

t = lIr<^r,*,(1 -b)n* +b)a(1 -b) +f ((1 -a)E* +a),(1 -b)rl* +b)(1 -a)(1 _b) (3 .7 2)+ f(al*,b¡*)ab +f((1 -a)g* +a,b¡*) (t -a)bldE" dn*

Subdivision

e. g. into nine

simi larly,

of the unit square

subelements as shown

into more subelements,

in Figure 3.9, follows
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Analysis of Errors

The accuracy of the numerical results depends on the er-
rors committed with regards to the folrowing poinLs.

i. the modelling of the problem geometry,

ii. the number of expansion functions,
iii. Èhe modelling of the unknowns,

iv. the numerical integrations,
v. the word length of the computer.

Àn error anarysis which aims at calculating the effects
of the above points to the totaL error has not been pursued.
Instead the following procedure has been considered to be

useful in determining the accuracy of a candidate solution.
rf there exists a maximum principle for the problem then
since the computed potentiat õ ana the exact potentiaÌ O

are both harmonic so wírl be the error e= I o-õ I and attain
its maximum value on the boundary. This to be an effective
error bound õ *ust be computed at a large number of points
on the boundary. rf a maximum principre is not available
results for increasing number of elements can be computed

and compared with each other. comparison of the numerical
results against exact solutions for analyticalry solvable
problems is a clear indication of the achievable accuracies
with the method. such problems are demonstrated in the next
Chapter.
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Chapter IV

APPLI CATI ONS

This chapter includes severaÌ applications of the data

preparation method and the boundary erement method. The data

preparation applications involve two-dimensional- finite ele-
ment generation and three-dimensionar boundary eLement gen-

eration whire the examples regarding the boundary element

method aim at demonstrating the accuracies achievable with
the method and as such they incrude comparisons between com-

puted and exact results for anarytically sorvable probrems.

Both methods are programmed in FORTRÀN Iv and ran on the

ÀMDÀHL 470/vB computer of the university of Manitoba. The

boundary element method resurts are obtained in doubre pre-
cision arithmetic.

In the examples, the forlowing error definitions are

used. On an inÈerval Ia,b], to express the distance (abso-

lute error, E.) between the exact function f(x) and its ap-

proximation i(*) we use the metric d( f, i) which is induced

either by the Tchebycheff norm, i.e.

r",, = d(f ,;) = llr{x) (x) lr(") - i<") 
I

(4.1)7 il T
max

a<x<b

or by the L1 norm lZ9, p.6ZJ, i.e
b

I
a

rr,, = d(f ,l) = llrC"l - ¡1")li,
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The L2 norm is not preferred here for it is a much weaker

measure of good approximation than the Tchebycheff and L,

norms [8, p.10J. It is usually more desirable to know the

distance between f(x) and r(*) rerative to some length (rer-

ative error, Er). In this case vre choose t.his length to be

the norm of the exact function and define
qax. I r1x; - it"l IâSX: D

"r, T max. lrlx¡lasxs b

* 1002

b

(4.3)

(4.4)

r
J lr<x)-i(")la*

Et,, = 
"-=- 't looz

/lrr*l1a*

Often it, is not feasiUf. to work on

Ia,b] Uut on set of equally
â=X1 <x2 ( . . . (x* =b. We then de f ine

Ër,, = ;1g* lf (x) - ic"ll
'--'m

the continuous interval
spaced points P* !

(4.5)

(4.6)Èâr I
a-b

m

m

I lr(xr) - if"r) |

1 I

Er

oa* lf (*) - Ìr"l I
xe P',' (4.7)tt'u¡. I f (*) Iasxs b

't 1002

n

Ë,,,=ry*1ooz (4.8)
û.J lf (x) ldx

if the norm of f(x) is not available then we substitute
norm of i(") in (4,7) and (4.8). The Tchebycheff norm

be thought of as the worst case error while the L, norm

be interpreted as an average error.

T

and

the

may

may
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4.1 DATÀ PREPARÀTION EXAMPLES

The first test demonstrates the accuracy of approximating
functions with cubic B-splines. The unit circre, r=1, is
approximated with increasing number of data points first by

a crosed cubic spline hence second order continuous (case 1)

and second, by four natural cubic spline segments of equal

rength (case 2). The errors in percentage are shown in Ta-

ble 4.1.

?ABLE 4.7

Accuracy of cubic sprine approximation of unit circle

number of
points

case I case 2
E E Er,r I tr,,r rl

4
I

t2
16
20

2.77
0.115
0. 0210
0.00647
0 .00262

I .44
0.06r_0
0.0112
0.00345
0.00139

29.3
2.97
1.39
0.762
0.488

18.8
1.66
0.683
0.276
0.157

crearly, for a given number of data points the closed cubic
sprine fit yierds a more accurate approximation for the cir-
cle and the accuracy increases as more data points are tak-
êD. The approximations with I data points for case 1 and

case 2 ate shown in Figure 4.1.

The unit sphere, F=l, is modelled with I coons patches,

one per octant. The patch boundaries are made up of segments

of the three unit circres that lie in the x-y, y-z and z-x
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Figure 4.1 Cubic spline models for Èhe unit circle with g
points.

pJ-anes v¡hich are modelled as

with increasing accuracy. The

in TabLe 4.2 where the first
data points on the circles.

TABLE

Àccuracy of the Coons patch

in case 1 and case Z,

in percentage are given

refers to the number of

above

errors

column

4.2

model for the unit sphere

number of
points E

case I
rl E E

case 2

rl Er I t ,r_ r r ,1--
4
I

I2
16

7.76
5.00
4.94
4.96
4.96

2.67
0.799
0.747
0.747
0.745

42.2
6.25
4.60
4.84

26.5
2.96
1.35
0.978

From Table 4.2,it is seen that up to a point Èhe accuracy of
the coons patch model increases as the boundary curves be-

come more accurate and when the boundary curves are exact

the error reaches a limit which may be reduced further if
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more Coons patches are taken.

unit circle and the unit sphere

viding the above relative errors

The absolute errors for
may be obtained through

by 100.

the

di-

Finite Element Generation

Àn example of the finite element mesh generation and data

preparaÈion method is furnished by the modelling of an elec-
trical machine rotor crossection. Figure 4.2 depicts the

region to be discretized.

F i gure 4 .2 t One-ha 1f poJ.e pi tch rotor c rossec t i on .

In order to have the most flexibility in data modification
and editing the region has been divided into l4 subregions
(coons patches). The program Is9], automaticatry, discre-
tized the region into erements and prepared the geometrical

description data. Figure 4.3 shows the finite erement mesh.

co¡l

orr

rolor
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Figure 4.3¡ Finite erement moder of the rotor crossection.

The geometrical description data for the problem may

terfaced to MANFEP [56] at which step the boundary

tions, material properties and finite element program

eters are defined.

be in-
condi -

param-
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The data preparat ion program [ 55 ] has been used

extensively in many practical problems with complex geome-

tries as well as in research oriented applications Ib7],
Is8], [60], [61], [63].

Boundary Element Generation

The method is capable of generating triangular and quad-

rilateral Lagrangian elements as well as cubic spline ele-
ments of chapter II on surfaces. Plotting and inÈerfacing
programs have been developed to display the boundary ele-
ments and to transform the geometrical description data to
the particular field analysis program. Figure 4.4 illus-
trates boundary elements on cylindricar and cubicar surfac-
es.

Figure 4.42 Boundary element models.

The unit sphere of the

32 cubic spl ine elernents

section is modelled with

generated from second or-

prev I ous

which are
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der continuous (case 1) and from positionally continuous
(case 2) approximations. Figure 4.5 shows the cubic sprine
boundary element moders for the above two cases and for a

third case that will be considered in the following section.

B CD
boundary element models of unitFigure 4 Cubic spline

sphere.

The program has

preparation in the

work as well as in

been used for element generation and

boundary element method examples in

[50].

data

thi s

4.2 BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD SOLUTIONS

rn order to test the boundary element method a number of
problems are considered. The first exampre aims at deter-
mining the performance of the numericar integration schemes.

The second exampre illustrates the effect of geometrical

modelling errors on the results. The third problem involves
the computation of a field which is of nonlinear distribu-
tion. The l-ast example is a multi-media problem.

\

\ ,1
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å Mixed Boundary Value Problem

The problem is that of solving for the field in the in-
terior of a cube with mixed boundary conditions on the sur-
face. The particular choice of Q=1 on the upper face, 0=0

on the lower face and ãô,/ân=0 on the side faces yields a

linear field distribution in the z-direction without a sin-
gurarity in the interior. This exampre is a special one in
that it illustrates one major advantage of the Green,s theo-
rem formulation over the simple rayer formulation; that is
since the exterior ðþ/ðn has singularities the simple layer
formuration which sorves for the interior and exterior
fields simultaneously, has to modet the charges with proper

singurar behaviour or, at least, with higher degree polyno-

mials and with more elements; while no such complications
exist for the Green's theorem formulaLion because iL solves

for the interior fierd onry and ðþ/an has no singularities
for the interior probrem. The geometry, as shown in Figure

4.6, is modelled using 6 bi-cubic spline elements of Type

rII with I vertices. Note that the erements of Type II would

model the same geometry with 32 vertices. It may be worth

noting the relation between the global expansion functions
vri and the local shape f unctions wr. since there are I ver-
tices, the number of global expansion functions is 8 but the

number of gJ-obal shape f unct ions i s 72 f or there are 6 ele-
ments each with 12 local vertices.
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ó=t
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ôÉ
ôn

rQ
v

x =Q

Figure 4.6¿ Geometry and
problem.

boundary conditions for the mixed

For the solution of the problem, the vertices where boundary

conditions change, had to be doubled so as to ret one ver-
tex be associated with one condition onry. This vray the
number of global expansion functions is increased to 16. In
general, the number of global expansion functions can be in-
creased up to the total number of global shape functions
which is particuJ.arly useful when the fierd has discontinu-
ities since this process relaxes the continuity condition on

the unknowns without affecting the geometry definition.
Therefore, in t38l if the nodes had been doubted so as to
have one node be associated with one element only then ex-
actly the same or better results would have been obtained
with the linear erements as had been obtained with pulses.
It may have been noticed that the concept exploits Lhe inde-
pendence of source representation from the geometry defini-
tion so as to provide for a subparametric modelling.

The results, given in Table 4.3, are obtained with
4-point quadrature and 6-point quadrature for the reguJ.ar

and the principal value integrations, respectively.
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TABLE

ResuLts for the

4.3

mixed problem

potential I computed 
I exac t

z=1.0
z=0.875
z=0.750
z=0 .625
z=0.500
z=0.375
z=0.250
z=0.I25
z=0 .0

0.999881
0.874909
0 .7 49938
0 .624967
0 .49 9995
0.375024
0.2s0053
0.125081
0.000111

1.000000
0.875000
0.750000
0.625000
0.500000
0.37s000
0.250000
0.t25000
0.000000

E | 0.000119 
Ia

E

gradient 
I

z=1.0
z=0.0

0.999731
-0.999664

1.000000
-1.000000

E ârT 0.000336 
I

E âr 1 | 0.000302 
I

since the fierd variation is linear and there are no

geometrical modelling errors, the resurts illustrate, in
fact, ß€rely the round-off errors and the accuracy of the

numerical integrations. Further computations of the poten-

tial in the interior verified that Lhe errors above are the

largest to occur, as was expected due to the maximum princi-
ple, and that the numerical integrations have to be per-
formed more accurately the cl-oser to the boundary the point
of potential computation.
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Conductinq Sphere in Free Space

In order to demonstrate the effect of geometrical mod-

elling errors on the accuracy of the boundary element method

soluLions, the problem of carculating the fierd distribution
due to a sphere in free space with 0 =l on the surface is
considered. The analytical solutions are

0(r) = I

_¿0
ân

I (4.e)

/*
ds ='4n

The unit sphere models of the previous section corresponding

to case 1 with I erements and cases 2 and I with 32 elements

are employed to obtain the results in columns A, B and c of
Table 4.4, respectively. Inspection of the element corner
nodes revealed that the center node in each subregion v¡as

off the sphericar surface. Therefore, a fourth case (column

D) is considered where a unit sphere is used, model D in
Figure 4.5, which is modelled as in case c but with the cen-

ter node of each subregion, one octant of the sphere, on the

surface.

In arl cases bi-cubic spline elements of Type III are

used. The geometrical modeì.1ing errors, here, are slightly
dífferent than those given for the coons patch approximation

in the previous section since the bi-cubic spline erements

are Coons patches Èhemselves.
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TÀBLE 4.4

Results for unit sphere in free space

From the results above ne deduce that since the geometrical
model is inexact the normal derivative of the potentiar on

Ëhe surface does not come out to be constant. Further, the
inaccurate geometrical modelling in general and the deriva-

r=2
r=3
r=4
t- tr

r=6
r=7
r=8
r=9
r=1 0

.486169

.323329

.242335

.193817

.r614g2
,138412
.121104
.107645
.096s85

.478r77

.318879

.239164

.r9I324

.159415

.136633

.119530

.106251

.095627

.493993

.328875

.246519

.I9717 2

.I64297

.I407 47

.1231rg

.109436

.098491

.498977

.332537

.24937 6

.199478

.166216

.I42397

.124565
,r10723
.099651

.500000

.333333

.250000

.200000

.r66667

.I42857

.12s000

.111111

.100000

Oat I a I s I c I o I exacr

Eu,r I .013931 | .021923 I .006017 .001023 
I

E ârl I .00 6454 I .00e330 | .oo2s26 I .000561 
I

âOrzân a t(x,y,z)
(0,
(f'4,

1)

(r ,Æ)
,0)

0
0
0

1 .1238
1.027 4
1.1485
1.0759

.99r02

1,2441
I .4017
r.2014
1.3512
I.1667

1.0695
I.207 4
1.0282
1.0788

.94103

1.0504
I.0776
1.0184
.99683
1.0657

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

(Ælro , o)
Q',ú,,Æ)

E I 14 .92 | qo.zz I zo .7e" I s.r7e" 
IfrT

E | 5.322 | 10. 5% | 6.4r2 | 2.s22 
IT I

I _aE
àn

ds 12.2I84 12.0365 12.3556 12.5448 t2.5664

E
T | 2,772 | 4.222 | 1.68% | .r7ze"r
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tive discontinuous approximaÈion in particular degrades the

results for Ð0/ðn more than those for 0 .

one point worth noting is that in this exampre and possi-
bry in many practical probrems the unknown that is solved
for is a constant which can be approximated with linear ele-
ments although the geometry involves curved surfaces which

require higher order modelling. Thus a superparametric op-

tion is a practical facility to be included in the method.

Ideally one would like to have options for various types of
elements for geometry and sources with superparametric and

subparametric representations.

Sphere in the Fietd of e point Charqe

In order to test the method in a probrem in which Èhe

field variation is not linear the fo)-lowing example is con-
sidered. The problem, illustrated in Figure 4.7, is that of
sorving for the potential exterior to the unit sphere that
is held at $=1 and is in the field of a point charge.

z

z t=2.5 9=l
€=l

öI =l

l2 -)r (r,9)
'r

v

x

Figure 4.7¿ unit sphere in the fierd of a point charge.
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The analytical solutions from [19, p.ZïZJ are

t ó" ^ * tzn*r P-(s658)0(r,o)=#+* T'-,o Ï " 
'n

4ne 
"10 "î*t t*t

<ffr
æ

OF

1'¡. L'"- n=o

d" = 
-ot' 

+ At¡ r€tl

r=r
_n- I

(2n+1) ti,' p-(co=o'l - 5
"1*' 

rr' ' rr

lpJòN
S

ôs

(4.10)

graphs of

are plot-

where en(cose) are Èhe Legendre functions. The

the numerical results and tþe analytical solutions
ted in Figure 4.8.

Jc
F

--- EXÊCT
... COHPUTEO

¡.50

EXÊCT
COHPUTEO

È

E
o

50
z-o

r,00
I RECT I ON

00 00
E

00 00
ÊN

Figure 4.8 Graphs of
charge.

results for the sphere and point

Table 4.5 illustrates the exact and computed values at a

number of points. The sphere model consists of I erements

with 12 vertices adjusted so as to yieJ.d the l-east geometri-

cal error positionally.
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TÀBLE 4

Results for the sphere in the

5

field of a point charge

potenÈ ials I computed I exact

z=I.24
z=1.49
z=1.7 4
z=I.99
z=2 .24
z=2.49

.8333005

.72047 45

.6546032

.637 t209

.7336603
8.34256t

.8317143

.7 207 27 7

.6555654

.6385273

.7351963
8.344t23

E ârT | . o04oe 
I

E ârI | .00136 
I

ðQ/ðn on the
sphere

0 =0o
0 =45"
0 =90"
0 =135'
0 =l-80o

.91052

. 94 314

.957 87

.9957 4
I .0247

.87 62r

.94164

.97860

.98820

.99025

E | .0374 
Ia

E
dt ! | .0206

^rI dg)
I J

----1-ârL
ds I tz.t43z I t2.1664

Er T | .1e0% 
I

À MuIti-Media Problem

The method is
the geometry and

Figure 4.9. The

also tested in a multi-region problem where

material properties are as illustrated in
inner sphere is held at 0 =1. The analytical
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r82

r=3

z

€!- |

ó'o
ò¿*=O
Òn ot infinity
v

Figure 4.92 A multi-media problem.

solution for the potential 1s

I ,243
,õ7(;-rb) I<r<2

* r3 *er13 -Tô(r) = ( 4.11)
r .27.

23 'r'

2<r<3

3<r

The graph of (4.11)

merical results are

plotted in Figure 4.10 where the nu-

indicated.

xncT
OHPUTEO

oo I .50
BNDIÊL DI ION

IS

also

)
G
ts

Þ

00 50 c. 00

Figure 4.10: Graph of the potential for the multi-media
probl em.

The

the

normal derivative of

spherical surfaces

the potential and its integral on

can be calculated exactly from
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(4.11). Table

points with the

along the x-axis.

4.6 contains the results
in theassociated errors

rÀBLE 4,6

ResulÈs for Lhe multi-media problem

at a number of

radial direction

potentialslcomputedlexact

d"1 | r4.7s6 | t4.7sz
d.z- | -f¿.74B | -14.7Sz

ds2+ | 1.6387 | 1.6391

I -1 .6323 | -1.63e1

ds3+ | 14.69l | 14.752

E

I
I
I
Í

I
E

ôo
àn

on

_ao

a0

E r,, .003ee 
I

| .001s0 
Iât1

I z.lreo 
I

E r,,

0.413% 
IT,T

r=!.2
r=1.5
r=1.8
r=2.0
r=2.3
r=2.7
r=3.0
r=3.3
r=3.8

.8072491

.6098693

.47 93029

.4t097

.4027 807

.3943289

.38876

.3550630

.3080718

.8043479

.6086957

.4792609

.41304

.4045369

.396r352

.39130

.3557312

. 3 08 9245

ðþ/àn on the
spheres

r=1.0
r=2.0-
r=2.0 +

r=3.0-
r=3.0+

1.1995
-.28071

.031190
-.014588

.I3129

1.1739
-.29348

.032609
-.01 4493

.13043

_ao
ân

Àe
ân

dt3-
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Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the mathematical theory, the numerical for-
muration and the apprication of a data preparation technique
and of a boundary elernent method are shown. The data prepa-
ration method serves both the two-dimensional finite eÌement

and three-dimensional boundary element programs and provides
at least first order continuous geometrical moderling by

utilízing B-spline approximation and interpolation and the
coons patch methodology. The boundary erement method caters
to piecev¡ise homogeneous Laplacian fields in three-dimen-
sional space by employing the Green's theorem representation
of the potential, the Garerkin scheme of solution for the
unknowns and the bi-cubic spline elements which combínation
brings about an unique method. À number of variations of
two-dimensional and three-dimensional sprine elements are
derived and tested, and numerical techniques have been

adopted for the evaluation of principal value integrals and

integrars with nearly singular integrands. Berow are further
concrusions and recommendations regarding both methods.
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5.1 DÀTA PREPARATION

The data preparation method is based on a sub-regional
mesh generation scheme which provides a number of advantag-
es. The region can be divided into a number of subregions so

as to comply with the differing material properties and

boundary conditions. This enabres grouping of eLements with
some common property into aggregates for convenient refer-
ence. A distinct need for subregional mesh generation be-

comes apparent in the case of three-dimensional boundary el-
ement generation on free-form surfaces. That is, wherever

the surface needs to be modelled more accurately more subre-
gions can be taken there so as to supply more information.
The algorithm is fast, requires minimal effort from the user
and very rittre array storage, and provides precise mod-

elring of problem geometry, good correlation between input
and output as welI as well-conditioned elements and reduced

data preparation time. The method handles complex surfaces,
eliminates human error, is applicable to a broad range of
problems and provides for second order continuous modelling
of subregions and at least first order continuous modelring
of the whole surface. completely second order continuous
modelling can be achieved by an algorithm that works on sub-

curves rather than on subregions. However, the efficiency of
the coons patch form is questionable for it yierds vanishing
cross-derivatives at corners. it is possible to replace the

coons patch technique with bi-variate B-spline basis func-
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tions obtainable through tensor product of uni-variate B-

spline basis [16]. The user-friendriness of the method can

be improved upon by introducing a command language and

graphical input through tablet.
The method of mesh generation is readily applicable to

geometric design of free-form surfaces and their display
on the screen. when generalized to higher dimensions, the
method may be used to approximate m-dimensional manifolds in
(m+1)-dimensionar spaces. For example, conductivity or tem-
perature distributions as functions of two coordinates and

also equi-funcLion surfaces in three-dimensional space may

be modelled. Às we11, tri-variate, i.e. vol_umetric, f inite
elements may be generated.

5.2 FIELD SOLUTION

The conlusions regarding the boundary erement method can

be grouped into three sections: the expansion functions, the
Green's theorem formulaÈion and the Galerkin solution. In
this work the geometry and the unknowns are moderled with
bi-cubic sprine elements which provide smooLh modelì-ing,
high order approximation and vertex sharing. However, it
has been found that the employment of spline elements de-
creased the practicality of the method as follows. The con-
trolling vertices of the sprine element do not necessariry
lie on the boundary. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate
the effect of changing the location of a controlling vertex
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on the geometry. whire, since the defining points for a La-
grangian or serendipity element are always on the surface,
relocating a point introduces an easily identifiable modifi-
cation to the model. The shape functions of the bi-cubic
sprine erement are rocated with respect Èo each other not in
Èhe most desirable form. The isoparametrie usage of cubic-
spline element for all types of problems and desired accura-
cies is not justified in some apprications white the Lagran-
gian or serendipity erements offer a choice between shorter
run time, with crude results sometimes, and longer execution
time with accurate results, usualry. vertex sharing among

spline erements did not prove to be an advantage in the
problems with mixed boundary condition or media for in these
cases vertices shared by ei-ements with different boundary
conditions or around dissimilar media must be decoupled.
Further, in practical applications the surfaces are too in-
volved to be modelred by a few sprine elements. It is rather
desirable to employ row order erements but many of them.
High order modeLling is costry because it requires a high
order quadrature scheme and arso contains too many unknowns

per element. Ànother argument against using few high order
erements is that when the point of potential computation is
close to the boundary the integrations become more difficult
to handle. The spline elements are that subset of Lagrangi-
an erements which provide second order continuity. Hence if
the data preparation method is used then all cubic erements
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generated will provide second order continuous representa-
tion wherever the geometry is modelled as such.

As regards the Green's theorem formulation the advantages

and disadvantages of the method in comparison with the sim-
ple layer formulation can be stated as follows. First it
should be noted that a two step procedure is fotlowed in
both formurations, i.e. from given boundary conditions some

unknowns on the boundary are solved for and then the poten-
tial is cal-culated at points in the region. The simpre ray-
er formulation requires lower order continuity of the un-
knowns than Lhe Green's theorem formulation. on the other
hand, the simpre tayer formulation has to model the charges
with the proper singular behaviour whenever either the in-
terior or the exterior problem has singurarities while the

Green's theorem formulation does not moder the normal deriv-
ative of the potential singularly if the field in the region
of interest does not have singulariÈies. Also the determina-
tion of the singularity in the normal derivative of the po-

tential is easier than the determinaÈion of the charge sin-
gurarity. Two coefficient matrices that are block-sparse
and are independent of given boundary conditions are gener-

ated in the Green's theorem formulation whire one dense

coefficient matrix and a boundary condition dependent

righL-hand side is generaLed in the simple rayer formula-
tion. The generation of these coefficient matrices is the

most time-consuming part in a boundary element program.
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Further, in the Dirichl-et probrem with homogeneous medium,

simple layer formuration does not involve an integration of
a term with ò/àn(l/R) while the Green's theorem formulation
includes such an integration regardress of the type of the
problem.

Àt the second step potential or its derivatives are cal-
culated. The Greens' theorem formulation involves two inte-
grals around the region in r¿hich the potential is computed

while simple layer formuration uses one integral and inte-
grates over all erements in Èhe problem. Though the Green's
theorem formulation seems to be advantageous in this respect
in practice the determination of the region the point of po-
tential computation is in requires a point-region search
which is an unnecessary algorithmic burden. The computation
of potentials is easier in the simple layer formuLation
since there is no ð/ðn (I/R) integration involved and the
potential is continuous at the boundary while the potential
jumps by Q/2 in the Green's theorem formulation. In general
the computation of the derivatives of the potential is easi-
er with the simple layer formuration except for the normal

derivative of the potentiar on the boundary which is ob-
tained in the Green's theorem formulation in the firsÈ step.

The Galerkin method has been found to be more stabte than
point matching but computationally more costly because of
the additional outer integral.
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Àppendix A

AIR BUBBLE IN DIELECTRIC SLÀB

Air bubbres in an insurating materiar are known to reduce

its guarity. In order to determine the fierd distribution
inside and around an insulator that contains an air bubble

the following problem is modelled and solved.

The geometry of the problem with the boundary elements is
shown in Figure 5.1. The porcerain insurator block (er=6) is
6 by 5 by 4 units and it is contained in the region defined
by-4<

x v

Figure 5.1: The boundary element model.

bubble (€r =-1 .0006 ) of unit radius is centered at x=y=z=O.

z
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The upper surface of the insulator is held
while the lower surface is at 0 volts. Figure 5

equipotential lines in increments of 1/1g volt,
sectional frame, ât x=0, which extends from y=-s

at 1 volt
2 shows the

in a cros-

to Y=5 hor-

L-__ _____

Fígure 5.22 Equipotential lines.

izontally and from z=-i to z=s verticarly. small
c ies in equipotent iaI I i nes are partly due

interpolations in the contour plotting program.

The problem

vert ices. The

has been modelled with 32

solution is obtained in 108

i nacc ura-

to the

eLements and 146

minutes on an IBM

F i gure

axis from

5,3

z=-5

shows lhe graph of the potential along the z-
to z=5.
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0

1

z-5 -4

Figure 5.3:

-1 0 1 2

Graph of voLtage along the

5

z-ax I s

Pc/xr computer, runnig MS-FORTRAN version 3.2 under MS-Dos

Version 2.10. The figures are drawn in 640 by 400 screen
resolution and hardcopies are produced with an EpsoN FX-go

dot matrix printer.
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